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WD Withdrawn as in Steps Withdrawn

W(z) Analytical ratios used in the current FQ. Surveillance formulation to characterize the
maximum expected increase in the surveillance FQ(z)*Power relative to the
non-equilibrium FQ(z)*Power.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications (TSs) 3.2.1B and 3.2.1C in NUREG-1431,
Volume 1 "Standard Technical Specifications - Westinghouse Plants: Specifications" (Reference 1), is to
provide assurance that the heat flux hot channel factor, FQ, will remain within the limits assumed in the
plant safety analyses when the core is operated within its allowed operating space. Key operating space
limits include the Rated Thermal Power (RTP), the control bank rod insertion limits (RILs), and the axial
flux difference (AFD) limits. Together, these operating space limits restrict the range of potential non-
equilibrium core power shapes during normal operation, thereby limiting the maximum non-equilibrium
FQ(z) and the maximum local power density.

The current FQ Surveillance formulation in Reference 1 relies on a combination of analytical factors and
periodic measurements to provide assurance that core operation within the allowed operating space will
be acceptable. When an FQ surveillance is performed, the equilibrium FQ(z) is measured at or near
steady-state conditions. This is then multiplied by an analytical factor, W(z), which characterizes the
increase in FQ(z) for non-equilibrium operation. The result, when uncertainties are included, is the
maximum postulated transient FQ(z), which is then compared to the FQ(z) limit.

This formulation works well for Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC) plants (TS 3.2.1C in
Reference 1), where the allowed deviation of the AFD about the natural hot full power (HFP) target AFD
is fixed. [

Ia~c

For Relaxed Axial Offset Control (RAOC) plants (TS 3.2.1B in Reference 1), however, this formulation is
not as robust. [

a,c

]axc

This power shape sensitivity is especially problematic for part-power surveillances. Part-power
surveillances are routinely performed during startup following a refueling, typically at core powers as low
as -30% power. The lead control bank is often partially inserted, and the xenon level has usually not fully
reached equilibrium. Accurately predicting the surveillance power shape under these circumstances
requires precise knowledge of the surveillance core conditions and reactor configuration.
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In addition to these difficulties with the FQ Surveillance formulation, there is an important shortcoming
with the RAOC FQ Surveillance (TS) itself. Required Action B.1 in the RAOC TS 3.2.1B (Reference 1)
requires a reduction in the AFD envelope by > 1% for each 1% that FQ(z) exceeds its limit. This Required
Action, however, does not adequately restore FQ margin in all circumstances.

a,c

To briefly summarize, there are two primary issues with the current RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation
and TS 3.2.1B (Reference 1):

1. Sensitivity of the formulation to the differences between the measured andpredicted surveillance
power shapes at both nominal and part power conditions

2. Potential non-conservatisms in the AFD reduction required action

In the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation and TS, these issues are addressed as follows:

Instead of the requiring measurement of the FQ(z) for RAOC plants, the improved formulation will
require measurement of Fxy(z). These measured peaking factors are then multiplied by factors that
characterize the maximum transient P(z) values postulated to occur during non-equilibrium operation.
P(z) is the core average axial power shape. This formulation essentially eliminates the sensitivity of the
surveillance to the surveillance axial power shape, but retains the essential feature of incorporating the
measured radial peaking factors into the surveillance FQ(z) values.

This new formulation will also improve the accuracy of part-power surveillances. The improved FQ
Technical Specification, however, also revises the Frequencies of the TS by requiring that the first FQ
Surveillance following a refueling must be performed after achieving equilibrium conditions at a power
greater than 75% of RTP.

Finally, the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance TS incorporates the concept of RAOC operating spaces. A
RAOC operating space (ROS) is a unique combination of Control Bank Insertion Limits and AFD limits.
In the improved FQ TS, transient surveillance factors are pre-calculated for multiple RAOC operating
space assumptions. The RAOC operating spaces are specified in the Core Operating Limits Report
(COLR). If the FQ limit is exceeded during a surveillance, a more restrictive RAOC operating space is
implemented that provides the required additional FQ margin for future operation. In the unlikely event
that no RAOC operating space provides the required margin improvement, then thermal power limits and
AFD reductions specified in the COLR must be implemented.

While the current FQ Surveillance formulation works well for CAOC plants, a minor revision is made to
this formulation to permit adjustment of the surveillance to the target axial offset (AO) core conditions.
Also, the improved CAOC FQ Surveillance TS incorporates the concept of operating spaces. The current
CAOC FQ Surveillance TS requires a power level reduction if the FQ limit is exceeded. The improved FQ
TS provides the option of implementing a more restrictive CAOC operating space, which is defined as a
unique combination of AFD band and Control Bank Insertion Limits. The CAOC operating spaces are
specified in the COLR. The appendices provide the new RAOC and CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical
Specifications and Bases as well as sample COLRs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this topical report is to present improved FQ Surveillance TSs for RAOC and CAOC
operation. New methodologies required to support these TS are also presented. These improved FQ TSs
are intended to replace the FQ Surveillance TS presented in Reference 1 (TS 3.2. 1B and TS 3.2. 1C) and
WCAP- 10216-P-A, "Relaxation of Constant Axial Offset Control (and) FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification" (Reference 5). It is intended that this topical report will be added to the Core Operating
Limits Report TS as a methodology reference.

As discussed in depth in later sections, the FQ Surveillance Technical Specification for CAOC plants
(TS 3.2. 1C in Reference 1) works well and, therefore, the proposed improvements to the CAOC FQ
Surveillance Technical Specification are not extensive. For the RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification (TS 3.2.1B in Reference 1), however, changes are needed to address some significant issues.
These changes include a reformulation of the basic RAOC FQ Surveillance mathematical expression and
changes to the Required Actions of the Technical Specification. Changes to the Required Actions are
needed to ensure margin recovery in the unlikely event that a surveillance indicates that the transient
FQ(z) could exceed its limit.

As a prelude to the remainder of the report, the following background section provides a short historical
overview of the FQ Surveillance TS. It also briefly describes the issues with the current FQ TS. These
issues are described in more depth in Section 3. Section 1.2 gives an overview of the key attributes of the
improved FQ Technical Specifications and how these attributes address the issues with the FQ Surveillance
Technical Specifications of Reference 1. Section 1.3 provides a brief description of the remainder of the
report.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The FQ Surveillance Technical Specification provides assurance that the heat flux hot channel factor, FQ,
will remain within the limits assumed in the plant safety analyses when the core is operated within its
allowed operating space. The allowed core operating space consists of the limits imposed by the
Technical Specifications on the maximum allowable power level (i.e., the RTP), the control bank insertion
limits, the axial flux difference, and the radial tilt.

TS 3.2.1B in Reference 1, "Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor FQ(z) (RAOC-W(z) Methodology)," is the
RAOC version of the FQ Surveillance Technical Specification, while TS 3.2.1C in Reference 1, "Heat
Flux Hot Channel Factor FQ(z) (CAOC-W(z) Methodology)," is the CAOC version. While there is some
variability in how these Technical Specifications have been implemented by individual utilities, most
plant-specific FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications include salient features that are very similar to
those of the Technical Specifications described in Reference 1. Those features include, for example,
surveillance of both steady-state FQ(z) and transient FQ(z), the use of W(z) factors in the COLR to
characterize the expected increase in the steady-state FQ(z) due to non-equilibrium operation (e.g., load
follow), a reduction of the AFD operating space for RAOC plants when the transient FQ limit is exceeded,
and a reduction in the thermal power when the transient FQ limit is exceeded for CAOC plants. In this
topical report, the Reference 1 versions of these specifications will serve as the basis for discussion.
Proposed improvements will be described relative to these versions.
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It is useful to briefly review the history of the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor Technical Specification to
understand some of the reasons why the specification has evolved to its present form. (See Section 2 for
definitions and descriptions of some of the key terms used in this discussion and the overview discussion
in Section 1.2.)

Early versions of the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor Technical Specification simply required periodic

measurement of FQ(z). This measurement was compared to the limit value, which was (and typically still
is) set by the requirements of the Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident. If the FQ(z) limit was met during
the surveillance, operation could continue within the allowed operating space until the next required

surveillance, which typically occurred after 31 Effective Full Power Days (EFPD).

Since flux map measurements of the core power distribution are taken at steady-state or near steady-state
conditions, this early version of the specification did not explicitly account for non-equilibrium operation
of the core as part of the surveillance formulation and the effect that such operation could have on FQ(z).
Non-equilibrium operation-load follow, for example-can cause substantial increases in axial power

peaking, and hence, the FQ(z). During this time, the 1970s and early 1980s, virtually all Westinghouse
Electric Company Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) plants employed the CAOC power distribution
control strategy. For these plants, FQ limit confirmation for non-equilibrium operation was essentially an
analytical process in which CAOC operation was simulated for various load follow strategies (see
WCAP-8385 (Proprietary) and WCAP-8403(Non-Proprietary), "Topical Report Power Distribution
Control and Load Following Procedures" [Reference 2], Westinghouse Letter NS-CE-687 [Reference 3],
and NS-TMA-2198, Attachment: "Operation and Safety Analysis Aspects of an Improved Load Follow
Package" [Reference 4]). This CAOC analysis, also referred to as the Final Acceptance Criteria (FAC)
analysis, provided the maximum expected FQ(z) for CAOC operation. If the maximum FQ(z) value
resulting from this analysis met the loss of coolant accident (LOCA) FQ(z) limit, then operation within the
AFD band was acceptable assuming.that other applicable limits, such as fuel centerline melt, were also

met.

A more robust surveillance method was developed and implemented in the late 1970s. This surveillance
method, known as Fxy Surveillance, is still being used today by some CAOC plants. TS 3.2.1A in

Reference 1, "Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor FQ(z) (CAOC-Fxy Methodology)," gives this version of the
FQ(z) specification. This method accounts for non-equilibrium operation implicitly by specifying the
maximum allowable Fxy(z) value that would be permissible within the context of non-equilibrium
operation. Essentially, the most limiting axial power shapes from the CAOC analysis are used to
determine the Fxy(z) limit values such that, when applied to the limiting axial power shapes, the FQ(z)
limit would just be met. The core Fxy(z) values are periodically measured throughout the operating cycle
and compared to the limit values, which are specified in the COLR usually as a function of cycle burnup.

If the measured Fxy(z) values are less than the limit Fxy(z) values, then operation within the FQ(z) limit is
assured for non-equilibrium CAOC operation. This is an implicit confirmation of the FQ limit since the
maximum transient FQ(z) is not explicitly determined in this formulation. [

]a,c In the improved RAOC FQ

Surveillance Technical Specification, however, the "measured" maximum transient FQ(z) value is
explicitly determined and compared to its limit, directly accounting for the potential effects of non-
equilibrium operation.
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In the early 1980s, the RAOC power shape methodology was developed primarily to provide a larger
operating space and, hence, enhanced operating flexibility for the reactor core relative to CAOC
operation. Reference 5 describes the RAOC power shape methodology. The FQ Surveillance methodology
was also developed at this time. The initial implementation of FQ Surveillance is also described in
Reference 5. The FQ Surveillance methodology, however, is not limited to RAOC plants. As indicated
above, Reference 1 contains both RAOC and CAOC versions of this specification.

The current FQ Surveillance Technical Specification and its shortcomings will be described more
completely in later sections. Briefly, this specification accounts for non-equilibrium operation through a
factor called W(z). W(z) can be thought of as the analytical ratio, at a given elevation, of the maximum
power density for non-equilibrium operation and the maximum power density for equilibrium
(steady-state) operation at the surveillance condition. This ratio, determined using the power shapes from
the RAOC and CAOC power shape analyses, is calculated as a function of core height and is provided in
the COLR for several different cycle burnups. The surveillance is performed by measuring the steady
state FQ(z) at the surveillance condition and multiplying this function by W(z). When appropriate
uncertainties are included, the result is the maximum expected transient FQ(z), which can then by
compared to the limit value.

For both CAOC and RAOC plants, the current F0 Surveillance Technical Specification represents a
significant improvement over the earliest F0 specification since the postulated effects of non-equilibrium
operation are explicitly accounted for through the W(z) factors. For CAOC plants, this formulation is
reasonably robust. This is not the case, however, for RAOC plants.

]a,c

Regardless of whether CAOC or RAOC TSs are employed, exceeding the FQ limit during an FQ
Surveillance is an uncommon occurrence. For CAOC plants, a power reduction is required by the CAOC
Technical Specification if the transient FQ limit is exceeded. A reduction in the power level effectively
reduces the maximum expected power density for a given maximum expected transient F0 for non-
equilibrium CAOC operation. For RAOC plants, the current Technical Specification requires a reduction
of >1% in the positive and negative AFD limits for each 1% that the transient Fo(z) exceeds its limit
(Required Action B. 1). The effect of reducing the AFD operating space is to limit the range of possible
non-equilibrium power shapes. In particular, the potential for the most highly skewed non-equilibrium
axial shapes to occur is eliminated when the AFD operating space is reduced. These highly skewed power
shapes often produce the largest transient F0 values.

To restore margin, reducing the RAOC AFD operating space works well in most instances. There are
cases, however, where this Required Action does not provide a significant margin improvement for
non-equilibrium operation. [
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]a.C This is discussed in more detail in Section 3. NSAL-09-5, "Relaxed Axial Offset Control
FQ Technical Specification Actions" (Reference 6) informed affected utilities of the potential non-
conservatism in this Required Action and provided interim actions should the transient FQ limit be
exceeded during a surveillance.

The intent this discussion is to provide some historical context for the current FQ Surveillance Technical
Specifications and to discuss the two primary issues in the RAOC version of this Technical Specification,
namely:

1. The sensitivity of the surveillance to differences between the measured and predicted surveillance
axial power shapes at both nominal and part power conditions

2. The potential non-conservatism in Required Action B. 1, which requires a reduction in the
RAOC AFD operating space when the FQ limit is exceeded

The first item can lead to over-predictions or under-predictions of FQ margin, depending on the nature of
the power shape misprediction and the limiting margin location. In turn, under-predictions of margin may
lead to anomalous FQ violations, i.e., FQ violations that are not true violations but are simply the result of
the arithmetic used in the FQ Surveillance formulation that results in this sensitivity to the differences
between the measured and predicted axial power shapes. This has been a particular problem for part-
power surveillances. [

]ac

Consequently, the issue with the current RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification is that there is
significant potential for anomalous FQ violations to result in reductions in the maximum allowable power
level when the measured and predicted surveillance axial power shapes disagree.

As discussed in Section 1.2, the primary objective of this report is to address these issues with the current
RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification. In addition, other minor improvements in both the RAOC
and CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications are proposed.

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND OVERVIEW

The objectives of this report are to present improved versions of both the RAOC and CAOC FQ
Surveillance Technical Specifications, to describe in detail how these improved versions address the
issues with the current FQ Technical Specifications, and to describe the methodologies that will be used to
support these improved FQ Technical Specifications. The proposed Technical Specifications are provided
along with their associated bases. In addition, sample COLR inputs associated with these Technical
Specifications are provided. A brief overview of the key attributes of the improved FQ Technical
Specifications follows.

For RAOC, the improved FQ Surveillance Technical Specification addresses the issues described in the
previous section by reformulating the transient FQ Surveillance expression and defining new Required
Actions that ensure adequate margin recovery. As part of this reformulation, the FQ Surveillance W(z)
factors are redefined to mitigate the sensitivity to differences between the measured and predicted
steady-state power shapes. The new factors, called T(z) factors, primarily characterize the maximum
transient P(z), i.e., the maximum expected values of the normalized core average axial power shape
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resulting from non-equilibrium operation. In the new formulation, the radial Fxy(z) peaking factors are

measured and multiplied by the T(z) factors to obtain the "measured" FQW(z), which is the transient FQ(z).
The measured steady-state axial power shape is not used in the surveillance, nor is the predicted
surveillance axial power shape. This new formulation will also improve the accuracy of part-power

surveillances since the surveillance axial power shape is not used to determine the measured transient
FQ(z). Use of the surveillance axial power shape in the part-power transient FQ(z) measurement is a major

source of the "over-measurement" that can lead to anomalous reductions in transient FQ margin for
part-power surveillances.

To address the non-conservatism in Required Action B. 1, the improved RAOC FQ Technical Specification

is structured to permit multiple RAOC operating spaces to be defined in the COLR. The COLR will
include T(z) functions for each RAOC operating space, which is defined as a unique combination of
AFD limits and control bank insertion limits. If the plant measures a transient FQ violation, then a more

restrictive RAOC operating space can be selected from the COLR that provides the required margin for
future non-equilibrium operation. This retains the feature of using an AFD reduction to gain margin, but

in a manner that ensures that appropriate margin is recovered. If none of the RAOC operating spaces

included in the COLR provides the required margin, then limits on thermal power and AFD must be
implemented. These limits are specified in the COLR. The analysis methods used to determine the T(z)

values are described in this report as are the methods used to determine the limits on thermal power and
AFD.

The new RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification also improves and clarifies the Surveillance

Requirements. Following a refueling, the improved FQ Technical Specification requires a surveillance of
the current FQ(z), FQC(z), prior to exceeding 75% RTP. The first surveillance of FQW(z), however, is not
required until equilibrium conditions are established after 75% RTP is exceeded. The current FQ TS

specifies that the first surveillance of FQW(z) should occur prior to exceeding 75% RTP. Also, the rigor of

accounting for transient peaking factor increases between surveillances is improved in the new Technical

Specification by tying the application of the penalty factor that accounts for the peaking factor increase
between surveillances directly to predicted FQW(z) margin reductions for operation during the next

surveillance interval (31 EFPD). The current FQ specification requires application of the penalty factor
only if FQC(z)/K(z) has increased over the previous surveillance interval, where K(z) is the axial shape

function for the FQ(z) limit. Consequently, the improved FQ TS will better account for the expected future
margin trend.

The new version of the CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification improves the specification by
providing an alternative to a power reduction when the transient FQ limit is exceeded. The current

Required Action B. 1 of Technical Specification 3.2. 1C (Reference 1) requires a > 1% power reduction for
each 1% that FQW(z) exceeds its limit. In the new version of the CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification, a more restrictive CAOC operating space may be implemented instead of a power

reduction. A CAOC operating space is a unique combination of CAOC AFD band limits and control bank
insertion limits. The COLR Will include pre-analyzed CAOC operating spaces representing successively
more restrictive operating spaces that provide commensurate improvements in FQ margin for
non-equilibrium operation.

If none of the CAOC operating spaces included in the COLR provides the required margin, new Required
Action B.2.1 requires limiting the core thermal power to less than the RTP. The magnitude of the required
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reduction in the maximum allowable thermal power will be specified in the COLR. This new Required
Action includes a minor correction to current Required Action B. 1, which specifies a reduction in thermal
power, not maximum allowable thermal power, when the FQW(z) limit is exceeded. As discussed later in
the report, limiting the maximum allowable thermal power is the appropriate action when sufficient
margin is not restored through a reduction in the CAOC operating space because operation at RTP is
always limiting for CAOC operation.

The improved CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification also improves and clarifies the Surveillance
Requirements for TS 3.2. 1C (Reference 1). The changes are the same as those described above for the
improved RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification.

The overall intent of this report, therefore, is to address existing issues with these Technical Specifications
and to implement minor improvements to make them more rigorous as well as more usable within the
context of typical and expected plant operation.

1.3 REPORT SUMMARY

The remainder of the report is structured as follows:

Section 2 describes in detail some key concepts and terms used throughout the report. Section 3 discusses
the current FQ Surveillance formulation. In this section, the current FQ Surveillance formulation is derived
and the mathematical basis for the sensitivity to differences between the measured and predicted
steady-state axial power shapes is discussed. This section provides a detailed discussion of the issues with
the current formulation and specifications. Section 4 discusses the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance
formulation. The mathematical basis for the new formulation is established and related to the current
formulation. The analysis methodology required to support the new formulation is described. Section 5
discusses the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification. Section 6 provides the results of a
sample RAOC FQ Surveillance analysis, which illustrates how the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance
Technical Specification will function. The RAOC operating spaces selected for analysis and the resulting
T(z) factors are described. This section also applies the improved FQ Surveillance formulation to a flux
map. Sections 7 and 8 discuss the improved CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation and Technical
Specification, respectively. The change to the CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation discussed in Section 7
is relatively minor and involves the inclusion of a factor that permits adjustment of the surveillance to the
CAOC Target AO core conditions. Section 9 gives the results for a sample CAOC FQ Surveillance
analysis with multiple CAOC operating spaces. Section 10 discusses implementation of these improved
FQ Technical Specifications. In particular, some of the potential variations are briefly described, such as
implementation at plants that utilize the BEACONTM ' Core Monitoring System. Section 11 gives a brief
summary and conclusion, and Section 12 lists the report references. Finally, there are six appendices in
the report. Appendices A and B give the proposed text for the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification and Bases. Appendix C provides sample RAOC COLR input. Appendices D, E, and F
provide the same information but for the improved CAOC FQ Surveillance TS.

1. BEACON is a trademark or registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its affiliates and/or
its subsidiaries in the United States of America and may be registered in other countries throughout the world.

I

All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Other names may be trademarks of their respective
owners.
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2 KEY CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

Definitions and descriptions of some of the key concepts used in this report are provided in this section.

Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor, FQ

FQ is the heat flux hot channel factor. There are several equivalent means of defining the heat flux hot
channel factor. For the purposes of this report, the most useful definition gives FQ in terms of the local
power density. The FQ at any point (xo, yo, zo) in the core is the ratio of the power density at that point in
the core to the core average power density. Symbolically, this can be expressed as follows:

FQ (xo, Yo, Zo) = p(x 0,y0,z0)(21
ffp(x,y,z) dxdydz(2-1)

where:

p(xo, Yo, zo) is the local power density at position (xo, Yo, zo) and V is the total core volume.

The denominator in expression (2-1) is simply the core average power density, p(x, y, z). So, expression
(2-1) can be rewritten as follows:

FQ (xo, Yo, Zo) = p(xo,yo,z 0) (2-2)p(x,y~z)

For a given three-dimensional core power distribution, there will be some point in the core where the
power density is a maximum. This point determines the maximum FQ of the core. Therefore,

FQ =Max p(x,yz) (2-3)FQ: p(x,y,z)

For many cores, the limit for the heat flux hot channel factor is given as a function of z, where z is the
axial core dimension. Therefore, it is useful to define the limiting FQ at a particular elevation zo as
follows:

Max over x,y of p(xy,zo) (2-4)

POJz) = p(x,y,z)

Planar Radial Peaking Factor, Fxv

The planar radial peaking factor, Fxy, is a component of FQ. Fxy(z) measures the relative power peaking
in a given axial plane and is defined as the ratio of the peak-to-average power density in the plane.
Symbolically, the Fxy at elevation z0 is expressed as follows, where A is the radial core area:

FxY (Zo) = Max over x,y of p(x,y,zo) (2-5)

XO ff p(x,y,zo) dxdy
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Core Average Axial Relative Power, P(z)

The core average axial relative power, P(z), quantifies the ratio of the average power density in a given
radial plane of the core relative to the average power density of the core. Like Fxy, P(z) is a component of
FQ. Symbolically, the core average relative axial power at elevation z0 is expressed as the following ratio:

-z ff p(x,y,zo) dxdy - "ffp(x,y,zO) dxdyP(zo) = - (2-6)
1 fff p(xy,z) dxdydz p(x,y,z)

P(z), then, characterizes the axial power shape of the core.

FQ(z) Synthesis

From (2-5) and (2-6), the product of Fxy(zo) and P(z0) is given by the following:

Max over xy of p(xy,zo) *ff p(xYZo) dxdy
Fxy(zo) * P(Zo) = if p(x,y,zo) dxdy A p(X,y,z) (2-7)

lff ~xyzo) xdyp(X~yz)

Simplifying, this becomes:

M* P(z) = max over x,y of p (x,y,zo) (2-8)
p(x,y,z)

Comparing (2-8) and (2-4) gives the following identity:

FQ(zo) = Fxy(zo) * P(zo) (2-9)

This expression shows that the FQ at any point in the core can be determined from the product of the

planar radial peaking factor for that point in the core and the axial relative power for the corresponding
elevation. In general, then: -

FQ(z) = Fxy(Z) * P(z) (2-10)

This FQ synthesis expression is the basis for FQ Surveillance. As described in Reference 2, bounding
Fxy(z) values based on two-dimensional (2D) core models were originally used in this synthesis
methodology for analytical estimates of transient FQ(z). With the advent of modem three-dimensional
(3D) nodal methods, however, Fxy(z) values for the synthesis are obtained directly from 3D core models
for analytical estimates of transient FQ(z). Transient P(z) power shapes are typically obtained from a one-

dimensional (1D) core model and synthesized with Fxy(z) values from a 3D core model to estimate
transient FQ(z). However, it is also possible to simulate transients using the 3D core model, thereby

obtaining transient FQ(z) estimates directly from the 3D core model.

The improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation described in this report employs expression (2-10) as

the basis for surveillance of the transient FQ(z) through the use of measured Fxy(z) values and through
analytical factors that characterize the maximum transient P(z). This will be discussed in more detail in
Sections 3 and 4.
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Most Westinghouse NSSS plants do not employ continuous monitoring of the 3D core power distribution.
Instead, as required by the Technical Specifications, periodic surveillances are performed (usually every
31 EFPD). For the surveillance, a flux map or a calibrated core model is used to measure the core power
distribution. The core is generally operating at or near steady-state conditions at this time. As such, the
surveillance axial power shape will not reflect the limiting axial power shapes that could occur during
non-equilibrium operation, e.g., during load follow. In other words, the P(z) component of the measured
FQ(z) will reflect the steady-state condition of the measurement, not the limiting transient axial power
shapes that are theoretically possible during non-equilibrium operation within the allowed operating
space.

As described in Reference 5, pre-calculated analytical factors are used to account for the effects of
transient axial power shapes. These factors, called W(z) factors, quantify the increase in the steady-state
surveillance FQ(z) due to non-equilibrium operation. As such, they include the increased peaking factor
effects of the transient axial power shapes, i.e., the transient P(z). The W(z) factors also account for
changes in the Fxy(z) component of FQ(z) due to non-equilibrium operation, e.g., increases in Fxy(z)
caused by control rod insertion or operation at part power. In general, however, transient Fxy(z) has only a
small effect on the transient FQ(z). Transient P(z) is the FQ component that drives FQ(z) to limiting values.

As will become clear in Section 3, [

]a"* This is tantamount to normalizing the predicted Fxy(z) values to the measured Fxy(z).

The present FQ Surveillance formulation does this indirectly through the product of the W(z) factors and
the measured steady-state FQ(z). As will be discussed in Section 3, this method introduces a sensitivity to
differences between the measured and predicted axial power shape that can distort the surveillance.

axc

For CAOC plants, the situation is slightly different. For CAOC plants, the current FQ Surveillance
formulation works reasonably well and is not sensitive to the differences between measured and predicted
steady-state power shapes.

]a,C

These differences in the efficacy of the current FQ Surveillance formulation for RAOC and CAOC
operation are due to fundamental differences in the axial flux difference limits for these two operating
strategies. The following describes these differences.
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Axial Offset and Axial Flux Difference

AO and AFD are quantities used to characterize and control the core average axial power shape, P(z). The
AO is defined as follows:

AO - T-PB (2-11)

PT+PB

where:

PT is the total power produced in the top half of the core and PB is the total power produced in the
bottom half of the core.

AO, therefore, is a measure of the skewness of the axial power shape. Top-peaked shapes will have large
positive AO values. Bottom-peaked shapes will have large negative AO values. Highly skewed power
shapes tend to have large P(z) values. This translates into large FQ values. Such shapes may be limiting
with respect to margin if they occur at high power levels.

AO is normally given in terms of percent of the total power, PTOT, i.e.:
PT-PB -PT--PB

AO(%) = * • 100% = --PT * 100% (2-12)
PT+PB PTOT

Axial flux difference (which is sometimes referred to as Delta-I (Al), Delta-flux, or simply flux
difference) is related to axial offset and is the axial power distribution parameter continuously monitored
at the plant. It is also used as an input to the core protection system. Limits on the axial flux difference are
provided in the Technical Specifications to ensure that axial power shapes are maintained within the range
considered in the core safety analyses.

AFD is defined as the difference between the power in the top of the core and the power in the bottom of
the core as a percent of PRTP, the Rated Thermal Power. Therefore,

AFD = PT-PB * 10"0% (2-13)

PRTP

If we define the core relative power as

Pre'i Por (2-14)
PRTP

then, from (2-12) and (2-13), AFD and AO are related by the following expression:

AFD = AO * Pre (2-15)

[
]aC The

CAOC and RAOC strategies will now be briefly discussed.
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CAOC Operation

The current CAOC AFD Technical Specification (see TS 3.2.3A, "AXIAL FLUX DIFFERENCE (AFD)
(Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC) Methodology)" of Reference 1) limits the range of possible
non-equilibrium axial power shapes by constraining the AFD to a tolerance band about the natural target
AFD. The natural target AFD is periodically updated and measured at equilibrium xenon, HFP conditions
and with the lead control bank at its normal position (only slightly inserted into the core). This measured
target AFD will vary with cycle burnup and may be slightly different than the predicted target.

Figure 2-1 shows a typical target AFD band. Below 90% RTP, the AFD is permitted to be outside of the
target band, but only for a limited period of time. At all times, the AFD must be within the acceptable
operation limits defined in the figure. The CAOC AFD Technical Specification requires accumulation of
penalty deviation minutes when AFD is outside of its target band but within the acceptable operation
limits. If greater than one hour of penalty deviation minutes is accumulated, a power reduction to below
50% is required.

In Figure 2-1, the example target AFD is a linear function from -3% at full power to 0% at zero power.
For this example, then:

Target AFD (%) = -3% * Prei (2-16)

From expression (2-15) we have

AO = A (2-17)
Prel

Inserting (2-16) into (2-17) gives:

Target AO(%) - Target AFD(%) -3%*Prel 3% = constant (2-18)
" Prel Prel

Consequently, the target AFD, which is a linear function of power level, represents a line of constant axial
offset. Operation at or near this target line (e.g., within the tolerance band) will limit the range of axial
power shapes and axial xenon shapes that are produced during non-equilibrium operation. In turn, this
will limit transient FQ(z). In the FQ(z) synthesis expression (2-10), the Fxy(z) component is largely
determined by the core loading pattern; the operator has little control over its value. By contrast, during
non-equilibrium operation, the P(z) component of expression (2-10) is greatly influenced by how the core
is controlled. The essential purpose of CAOC operation is to maintain tight control on P(z) so as to limit
the large axial power peaking that can result from extreme swings in the axial power shape and axial
xenon shape. In the CAOC analysis methodology (References 2, 3, and 4), load follow simulations are
performed in which the AFD is constrained to the narrow band about the AFD target. The simulations
serve to generate non-equilibrium xenon shapes and rodded power shapes consistent with standard load
follow maneuvers. The objective of the analysis is to confirm that operation within the CAOC AFD band
operating space will not result in transient FQ(z) values that exceed the limit.
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An important aspect of CAOC power distribution control is that the maximum deviation of the AFD
relative to the target is fixed by the AFD tolerance band. Regardless of whether the target AFD is 0%,
+3%, or -3%, the deviation relative to the target is the same. This fact has implications for the
mathematics of the CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation, which captures the peaking factor effects of this
allowed deviation through the W(z) factor. Additional discussion of this will be provided in Section 3.

RAOC Operation

AFD control in RAOC operation is not limited to a narrow band about a target AFD value. Instead, the
AFD envelope is fixed and significantly larger than for a typical CAOC AFD operating band. Figure 2-2
shows a representative RAOC AFD envelope. For comparison, superimposed on this figure is the ±5%
CAOC AFD band from Figure 2-1.

In RAOC, operation anywhere within the allowed envelope is acceptable. Furthermore, there are no
AFD limits below 50% RTP. As part of the reload safety evaluation that is routinely performed for each
operating cycle, the AFD envelope is analyzed using the methodology of Reference 5. Briefly, this
methodology entails generating a xenon shape library through load swing calculations. Next, normal
operation power shapes are generated for combinations of xenon shape, control rod insertion, and core
power level. The intent is to populate the AFD operating space with a robust set of power shapes and
confirm that power shapes within the allowed AFD operating space will have acceptable FQ(z) values.
The AFD envelope is adjusted, as necessary, until all the power shapes within the AFD envelope are
acceptable.

Unlike during CAOC operation, the AFD envelope is fixed during RAOC operation and does not move
relative to the natural axial offset of the core. [

]a,c Mathematical aspects of this sensitivity will be discussed in Section 3.

Periodic surveillances are performed during operation to demonstrate that the limits on the transient FQ(z)
will continue to be met given the actual steady-state core radial peaking factors that are present in the
core. [ ]axC
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ac

FQ(z) Limit

For Westinghouse NSSS plants, the FQ limit, which is generally set by the LOCA analysis, is a function of
both power level and elevation. The FQ limit is typically provided in the COLR. Figure 2-3 illustrates a
typical limit.

The elevation dependence of the FQ limit is characterized by the K(z) function. The K(z) function is the
normalized FQ(z) limit and has a maximum value of 1.0. Figure 2-3 shows a typical K(z) function. With
respect to power level, the FQ limit is inversely proportional to power between 50% and 100% RTP. At or
below 50% RTP, the limit is a constant function of power. Typical limits for FQ(z) are:

FQ(z)CF K(z) for Pret > 0.5 (2-19)

FQ (z)< •- - K(z) for Pre < 0. 5  (2-20)

where:

Prj is the fraction of RTP and CFQ is the FQ(z) limit magnitude at HFP.

A typical value for CFQ is 2.50. As previously stated, this value is set by the LOCA analysis. Figure 2-3
gives a representative HFP FQ(z) limit assuming CFQ equals 2.50.

The above two expressions can be rearranged slightly as follows:

FQ(z) * Prel < CFQ * K(z) for Prel > 0.5 (2-21)

FQ(z) * 0.5 _ CFQ * K(z) for Prel <- 0.5 (2-22)

The peak power density at elevation z is proportional to the term FQ(z) * Prel in expression (2-21). The
constant of proportionality, PDRTp, is the core average power density at RTE Expression (2-21), therefore,
implies that, at any elevation z, the peak power density is limited to a maximum constant value equal to
CFQ*K(z)*PDRTp for any core power level above 50% RTP.

For power levels of less than or equal to 50%, the power density limit is fundamentally different.
Expression (2-22) says that, for the purpose of limit confirmation, the core is assumed to be at 50% RTP
regardless of the actual core power level. Thus, there is no power density benefit associated with reduced
power operation below 50% RTP. Whether the core is at 50% RTP or 5% RTP, the FQ limit is the same,
and the effective power density limit decreases with power level.
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This dichotomy in the limits above and below 50% RTP is obviously counterintuitive. Operation at a
lower power level should be a benefit, all else being equal, with a higher allowed limit on FQ. At 0% RTP,
for example, the FQ of the core should be irrelevant. It would be reasonable to expect limit expression
(2-21) to apply at all power levels, not just above 50% RTP. Limit expression (2-21) essentially represents
a constant limit on power density at elevation z. The power density limit is simply CFQ*K(z)*PDRTp.
Combustion Engineering NSSS plants, in fact, employ just this kind of limit at all power levels.

The reasons why Westinghouse NSSS plants do not employ this kind of limit are historical. Reference 2,
for example, states that FQ(z) is "arbitrarily limited" for < 50% RTP. If this arbitrary limit had not been
introduced, the FQ limit at very low powers would have approached infimity. While there are technical
reasons why this is appropriate, the originators of this limit instead chose to limit the allowable FQ at low
powers to a very high value (twice the full power value) that would likely never be exceeded. In this
report, the current FQ limit power dependence will be retained. This power dependence, however, does
have implications for both the current and improved FQ Surveillance formulations for part-power
surveillances (when Prl < 1.0). This will be discussed further in Sections 3 and 4.

When CAOC and RAOC power shape evaluations are performed to confirm that the core will meet the FQ
limit during non-equilibrium operation, individual power shapes generated using the CAOC or RAOC
methodologies are compared to the limit. If necessary, the AFD operating space can be modified to ensure
that limits will be met. The power shape checks performed are given by the following expressions, which
are modifications of expressions (2-21) and (2-22):

Max over i [FQ(z) * Pret], !- CFQ * K(z) for Prel > 0.5 (2-23)

Max over i [FQ (z) * 0.5], < CFQ * K(z) for Pret < 0.5 (2-24)

where:

the bracketed term is the FQ (z) * Pre, for a given power shape i, including appropriate
uncertainties.

In the current FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications, it is necessary to meet the FQ(z) limit at both the
surveillance condition (steady-state) and considering future non-equilibrium operation (transient). In both
the current and improved FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications, the steady-state FQ(z) with
uncertainties is called FQC(z) while the transient FQ(z) is called FQW(z). FQC(z), therefore, is the FQ(z) at
the surveillance condition, i.e., the actual FQ(z) for the core state at the time of the surveillance. FQw(z) is
the maximum postulated transient FQ(z) that could potentially occur in the future during aggressive
non-equilibrium operation. FQW(z), therefore, quantifies the maximum expected FQ(z) for a future
hypothetical core state. Since future operation may occur anywhere within the allowed operating space
(i.e., at any permitted power level, AFD, or control rod position within the insertion limits), the
assessment of FQW(z) must account for a range of possible future core states. In the current FQ
Surveillance formulation, this is accomplished through the W(z) factor. In the improved FQ Surveillance
formulation for RAOC plants, this will be accomplished through a related factor called T(z).
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3 CURRENT FQ SURVEILLANCE FORMULATION AND
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

In this section, the current RAOC and CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specifications will be discussed

and specific areas for improvement will be identified.

3.1 FQ SURVEILLANCE MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Before describing the mathematical formulation for the improved FQ Surveillance Technical Specification
for RAOC plants, it is useful to review the mathematical formulation for the current FQ Surveillance
formulation as it is applied to both CAOC and RAOC plants. An objective of this discussion is to
highlight areas where the current formulation requires improvement.

The power shape analysis methodologies of References 2, 3, and 4 for CAOC and Reference 5 for
RAOC specify the normal operation power shapes analyses that are performed to analytically confirm that
the core will meet the FQ(z) limits during non-equilibrium operation within the allowed operating space.
For a given core design, these analyses result in thousands of individual power shapes representing a wide
range of core power levels, xenon shapes, and control rod positions for various operating cycle average
burnups. As discussed in the previous section, each individual power shape is evaluated relative to the
limit. For any particular evaluated cycle burnup, there will be one power shape that results in the
maximum power density (i.e., the maximum FQ(z)*Prel value) at a given elevation z. That limiting shape
determines the minimum margin to the limit for that cycle bumup and for that elevation. The minimum
margin must be positive, i.e., the maximum FQ(z)*P•l must be less than the limit. Symbolically, this
power shape evaluation can be expressed as modifications of the FQ limit expressions (2-21) and (2-22) as
follows:

CFQ * K(z) > Max over i [Fjr(z) * Pre1]L for Prel > 0.5 (3-1)

CFQ * K(z) _ Max over i [Fjr(z) * 0.5]. for Prel <-0.5 (3-2)

These are just slight rearrangements of expression (2-23) and (2-24). In these expressions, FQTr(z) is the
FQ(z) for a particular transient power shape i determined using an approved core model and the CAOC or
RAOC methods.

]a.c The variable Pel in these expressions is the core relative power for power shape

i. If Pr,, is greater than 0.5 (i.e., > 50% RTP), then expression (3-1) is employed. Otherwise, expression
(3-2) must be used. Expression (3-1) is convenient for comparing limiting shapes (which always occur at
high power levels) because each shape is essentially characterized by FQTr(z)*P,e,, which is proportional to
the maximum power density of the shape at elevation z, and is compared to the same limit, CFQ * K(z).
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In the remaining portion of this description, we will work solely with (3-1). It should be understood that
when an analytical power shape has Prj less than 0.5, P,,, for the shape should be set to 0.5. Such shapes,
however, are never limiting.[

pac

Expression (3-1) expresses a desired analytical result. A key purpose of the FQ Surveillance Technical
Specification is to confirm this result, via measurement, for future non-equilibrium operation given the
actual measured core peaking factors at the surveillance condition.

a.c

[
a,c

(3-3)

ac

Expression (3-3) can be rearranged to group the analytical terms together as follows:

I Iaxc
(3-4)

It is necessary to increase the right-hand side (RHS) of the above expression by an uncertainty term of
that accounts for manufacturing and measurement uncertainties. Typically, this uncertainty factor is
1.0815 when standard moveable detector flux map measurement methods are employed. Plants
employing on-line power distribution monitoring systems may use a slightly different value (see WCAP-
12472-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP- 12473-A (Non-Proprietary), "BEACON: Core Monitoring and
Operations Support System" [Reference 12]). In either case, the uncertainty factor will be designated as
UF. With the inclusion of this term, expression (3-4) becomes:

[ Sa,c (3-5)
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As expression (2-19) indicates, the FQ(z) limit is an inverse function of power. If the surveillance relative
power is something other than 1.0, the limit is increased by the factor 1/Prel. To put the left-hand side
(LHS) of(3-5) in the form of the power dependent FQ(z) limit that is used in the current FQ Technical
Specification, both sides of expression (3-5) must be divided by the surveillance relative power, as shown:

[ a~c(3-6)

Now the LHS of this expression is consistent with the functional form of the FQ(z) limit for core relative
powers greater than 0.5.

Expression (3-6) is the fundamental transient FQ Surveillance expression used in CAOC and
RAOC plants. It should be noted that the Prel terms in the ratio on the RHS of the expression are different.
In the numerator, Pret refers to the relative powers of the analytical power shapes generated in the power
shape analyses. [

I" In the denominator, Pss, refers to the steady-state (SS) surveillance relative power
level at the time of the measurement and corresponds to the relative power term in the FQ limit
expression. Division by P,,s, is only necessary because of the functional form of the limit. If the Technical
Specification were structured to have two limits-one for FQc(z), the steady-state peaking factor, and
another for FQW(z), the transient peaking factor-inclusion of the 1/ Pss factor in (3-6) would be
unnecessary. The limit for FQW(z) could simply be CFQ*K(z). Alternatively, a single limit could be
established for both steady-state and transient operation. Instead of specifying a limit on measured FQ(z),
however, the single limit could be based on measured FQ(z)*PI or on measured absolute power density
(as in the Combustion Engineering NSSS plants).

The RHS of expression (3-6) is FQW(z), the postulated maximum transient FQ(z) for non-equilibrium
operation. Therefore:

[ .. .
The ratio in the RHS of expression (3-7) is the analytical factor W(z). Consequently,

Fw (z) = W(z) *[FQ(z)] Su* UF (3-8)

where:

[ Ia~
The steady-state surveillance FQ(z) including uncertainty is defined as FQC(z), i.e.,:

F&(z) [FQ(z)]j * UF (3-10)
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From expressions (3-6), (3-9), and (3-10) then:

F•j(z) = W(z) • F&(z) _ eL * K(z)

When PreIss is 0.5 or less, the following expressions apply:

[ 
Iax

F•V(z) = W(z) * F5(z) -< FQ * K(z)--0.5

(3-11)

(3-12)

(3-13)

Together, expressions (3-9) through (3-13) compose the basic FQ Surveillance mathematical formulation
for both RAOC and CAOC plants for all surveillance power levels. The W(z) factor quantifies the
postulated increase in power density due to non-equilibrium operation relative to the surveillance core
state; it essentially scales the measured steady-state FQ(z) by the maximum postulated increase in
FQ(z)*PrI relative to the equilibrium value. Recall that the PrS't term in the expression for W(z) serves
only to normalize the result to the applicable FQ(z) limit at the surveillance power level. (Since this term
appears on both sides of the inequality in (3-11), it could be canceled out with no mathematical
consequence. The same, of course, is true for the 0.5 factor in expression (3-13)).

Determination of the W(z) factors using expression (3-9) is reasonably straightforward. To generate them,
however, it is necessary to make a key assumption, i.e., some reference surveillance condition must be
assumed. [

]ac

Typically, the surveillance condition assumed in calculating the W(z) factors for the COLR is HFP, all
rods out (ARO), and equilibrium xenon (EQXE). Effectively, this is the "reference core condition" for the
W(z) factors. When this reference condition is assumed, the COLR W(z) values are given by the
following:

[ I a,c
(3-14)

where:

[FQ (Z)] e is the predicted steady-state FQ(z) at the reference core condition, typically HFP,

ARO, EQXE.

When the COLR W(z) values are employed for a given surveillance, they are divided by the surveillance
power level or 0.5 to ensure consistency with the FQ limit at that power level. That is:
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W()=[W(z)]C°OLR

W(z) = for P" > 0.5 (3-15)

W(z)= [w(z)]C°LR
---- 0.S for P"", <_ 0.5 (3-16)

Strictly speaking, the above expressions are only true when the predicted FQ(z) at the true surveillance

condition and the predicted FQ(z) at the reference condition assumed for [W(z)]COLR are the same,

i.e., when [F(Z)]Su in (3-9) is equal to [F R(Z)]f in (3-14). Generally, use of HFP, ARO, EQXE as

the reference core condition is a good assumption since the vast majority of surveillances are performed at

or very near this core state. However, during the startup of a new operating cycle, surveillances are

frequently performed at power levels as low as -30% RTP. Also, it occasionally becomes necessary to

perform a mid-cycle part-power surveillance.

Suppose that a beginning of life (BOL) surveillance is performed at 30% RTP, but the reference condition
assumed in generating the W(z) factors for the COLR was HFP, ARO, EQXE. It is trivial to adjust the
W(z) factors to account for the core relative power difference. This is simply a matter of dividing the HFP

W(z) factors in the COLR by the surveillance relative power if PrlSS > 0.5 or by 0.5 if PSS _ 0.5. As
mentioned above, this factor only serves to scale W(z) and FQW(z) for consistency with the FQ limit at the

part power condition. It is not as trivial, however, to account for differences between [FQ (z)]p and
surv

[FQ (z)] Pf unless the surveillance core state is known in advance. [Re

]a,c

To better understand the nature of these inaccuracies and their implications for RAOC and CAOC plants,
it is useful to expand the FQ(z) terms in expression (3-6) using the FQ synthesis expression (2-10) as

follows:

[a x (3-17)

Now, suppose we consider only the limiting predicted power shape that results in the minimum margin to
the FQ limit, which occurs at some elevation z0 . Then:

[ ja~c(3"18)

This expression can be rearranged by re-grouping terms as follows:

[ ]a.c (3-19)
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In an actual surveillance, the W(z) values used will be the [W(z)]COLR values included in the COLR.
These values assume some reference condition, usually HFP, ARO, EQXE. In this case, the [Fxy (zo)] uP
and [P(zo)] urv terms in expression (3-19) will correspond to [Fxy(Zo)]•fe and [P(zO)]',ef. Expression
(3-19) then becomes:

Each of the groups of terms in expression (3-20) will now be briefly discussed.

The LHS of this inequality is simply the FQ limit at z0 scaled by 1/Prelss. If the surveillance power level,
PreIss, is 1.0, then the FQ limit is simply the limit at full power. When PrelsS is greater than 0.5 but less than
1.0, the limit is scaled by 1/P,,,", effectively resulting in a constant power density limit for a given
elevation. If Plss is less than or equal to 0.5, then PreSS is set to 0.5 in expression (3-20), effectively
increasing the FQ limit by a factor of 2 for relative powers less than or equal to 0.5.

The first bracketed expression on the RHS of expression (3-20) is the analytically determined transient
FQ*Power value at the limiting axial location and for the limiting RAOC/CAOC power shape, i.e., the
power shape that produced the minimum margin to the limit. Because the FQ limit increases dramatically
with reduced core power level, the limiting margin power shape is virtually always a power shape
occurring at HFP, i.e., a power shape where Prel is 1.0.

The next term on the RHS of expression (3-20) is the reciprocal of the surveillance relative power level.
When the surveillance relative power is less than or equal to 0.5, then this ratio is equal to 1/0.5 or 2.
Otherwise, it is equal to l/Pr1 ss. As discussed earlier, this term simply scales the transient FQ*Power value
to be consistent with the FQ limit at the surveillance power level. This term could be cancelled from both
sides of the expression with no mathematical consequence, i.e., no change in the transient FQ margin
assessment.

]a~c

]a~C As discussed earlier,

radial peaking factors are largely determined by the core loading pattern. While radial peaking factors are
not highly sensitive to power level, there is, however, some power level dependence through changes in
local Doppler and moderator reactivity feedback with core power. Also, changes in equilibrium xenon
number densities with power level can influence radial peaking factors. These feedback effects tend to
flatten the radial power distribution at high core power levels since high power core locations will
experience larger negative reactivity feedback than lower power locations. When reactor power is
decreased, the opposite trend occurs, i.e., slightly larger radial peaking factors can result. Tables 3-1
and 3-2 illustrate this sensitivity.
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[

]ac

]a,c
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a,C

The deepest rod insertion for a surveillance typically occurs during the first flux map following a
refueling. The primary purpose of this flux map is to confirm that the core is loaded properly. This
measurement is typically performed between 25% and 50% RTP. Because of the low power level, the lead
control bank is usually inserted to maintain the AFD near the expected natural target value. Consequently,
both rodded operation and part power operation can affect the measured radial peaking factors and the FQ
margin assessment for this measurement. Table 3-4 compares the Fxy(z) values used as the basis for
generating COLR W(z) values at BOL, BFP with the expected Fxy(z) values for an initial flux map
following a refueling. The core state for the flux map was 26.4% RTP with D-Bank at 176 steps
withdrawn (i.e., inserted about 2.5 ft into the top of the active core). The increases in the Fxy values due
to the reduced power core condition and control rod insertion are clearly evident.

]a,c

It is important to note that the transient radial peaking factor effects caused by rodded operation and part
power operation are analytically accounted for in the RAOC and CAOC power shape analyses. For a
given power shape, the Fk,(z) term in (3-17) accounts for the increases in Fxy that occur because of
transient operation at reduced power or control rod insertion. Usually, however, FQ margin is limiting for
full power shapes. Also, while rodded power shapes may be limiting in the power shape analysis, it is the
unrodded radial planes of those power shapes that are limiting with respect to FQ margin.

The preceding discussion detailed the radial peaking factor sensitivity of the transient FQ margin
assessment caused by the disparity between the actual surveillance condition and the reference condition
assumed in generating the COLR W(z) factors.

]a"C This is the
ratio of the measured and predicted core average axial power shapes. The measured axial power shape in
this ratio is simply the core average measured axial shape determined during the surveillance. The
predicted axial power shape is the core average power shape for the reference surveillance condition
assumed in the generation of the COLR W(z) factors.
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Ideally, this ratio is equal to 1.0, i.e., the measured and predicted axial power shapes at the surveillance
condition exactly agree. Just as there can be radial tilts, however, there can be axial tilts such that the
measured and predicted power shapes may not exactly agree. Such a difference can be characterized by
the AO difference between the axial shapes, commonly called the Delta-AO (AAO). AAO is defined as
the measured minus predicted axial offset.

]a,c

For CAOC cores, this deviation is not problematic with respect to the accuracy of the surveillance. In fact,
it is necessary to capture this effect in the FQ Surveillance formulation for CAOC. The current
formulation does this reasonably well. As discussed in Section 2, the permitted AFD variation about the
target AFD is fixed in CAOC operation. Thus, the AFD may be permitted to vary, for example,
±5% relative to the target.

]ac

This is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-1 shows two baseload (BL) FQ(z) shapes which differ due to an
imposed AAO. The first shape, labeled BLI, is the FQ(z) shape corresponding to an axial offset of +0.5%,
a reasonably typical value for BOL. For discussion purposes, this will be assumed to be the predicted
steady-state FQ(z). The second shape, labeled BL2, is the FQ(z) shape corresponding to an axial offset of -
2.5%, a AAO of-3% relative to BL1. For discussion purposes, this will be assumed to be the measured
steady-state FQ(z). This shape was generated by slightly modifying the axial burnup distribution of the
core model used to generate shape BL 1. Transient FQ(z) shapes were then created from each of these
baseload shapes by imposing "transient" axial xenon shapes to skew the AO of each power shape -5%
more negative. This 5% AO difference corresponds to a maximum negative AFD deviation permitted at
HFP for a CAOC AFD band of ±5%. These shapes are labeled CAOC1 and CAOC2 in Figure 3-1.
CAOC 1, therefore, is the predicted transient shape while CAOC2 would be the expected measured
transient shape.

Figure 3-1 clearly shows that, as expected, the maximum FQ(z) values for the transient shapes are
different. The maximum FQ value for CAOC2 is larger than for CAOC 1. This is simply because each
transient shape was skewed 5% more negative than its corresponding baseload shape, but BL2 was
already skewed 3% more negative than BL I. Consequently, CAOC2 is more skewed than CAOC 1 and
has a correspondingly larger maximum FQ.

]a,c

Figure 3-2 plots these ratios.
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]a,c

The situation is very different for RAOC plants. To illustrate this, a similar power shape exercise was
performed except that AFD assumptions appropriate for RAOC were employed. Figure 3-3 shows the
same two baseload shapes as in Figure 3-1. Figure 3-3 also shows two RAOC transient FQ(z) shapes
labeled RAOC1 and RAOC2. For RAOC1, the BLU shape was skewed to a HFP AFD limit of -15% using
a transient xenon distribution. Similarly, the BL2 shape was skewed to the same -15% AFD limit to
generate RAOC2. This is appropriate since, for RAOC, the AFD operating space is fixed and is not a
function of the natural target AFD. The -15% AFD value at HFP represents the most negative AFD value
permitted at HFP irrespective of the AFD of the baseload shape.

]a,c

To further illustrate this point, Figure 3-4 compares rigorously calculated worst case transient axial power
shape results for a RAOC plant with a fixed AFD band of -15% to +10% at HFP using models which
simulate effects producing strongly skewed steady state axial power distributions.

a,c

From this discussion, we can conclude the following with respect to the sensitivity of the FQ Surveillance
formulation to differences between the measured and predicted surveillance power shapes:

I

]aC Consequently, for CAOC plants, the current FQ Surveillance formulation
works reasonably well.
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]a~C The improved FQ Surveillance

formulation for RAOC plants is discussed in Section 4.

3.2 CURRENT HEAT FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS FOR RAOC AND CAOC PLANTS

The above discussion details the current FQ Surveillance mathematical formulation and its issues,
especially with respect to RAOC plants. In the remainder of Section 3, the current RAOC and CAOC
Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor Technical Specifications will be discussed and areas for improvement will
be identified.

3.2.1 Limiting Condition for Operation

The Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) for both the RAOC and CAOC versions of the TS is the
same and specifies that FQ(z), as approximated by FQC(z) and FQW(z), shall be within the limits specified
in the COLR. As discussed in Section 3.1, FQC(z) is the equilibrium FQ(z) at the surveillance condition,
while FQW(z) is the transient FQ(z) for future non-equilibrium operation within the allowed operating
space. FQC(z) and FQW(z) are compared to the same limit, which is a function of power level and-is

specified in the COLR. This LCO is unchanged in the improved versions of the FQ Technical
Specifications.

3.2.2 Required Actions for Condition A: FoC(z) not within Limit

When FQC(z) exceeds the limit, the core is in an unanalyzed state following the performance of
Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.2.1.1 in that the current peak power density in the core is greater than
the maximum value assumed in the safety analyses. Both the CAOC and RAOC versions of the TS have
the same Required Actions and Completion Times for Condition A, "FQc(z) not within limit." When
FQC(z) is not within its limit, it is required to: (1) Reduce thermal power > 1% RTP within 15 minutes for
each 1% FQC(z) exceeds the limit (Required Action A. 1), (2) Reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux -
High trip setpoint by > 1% within 72 hours for each 1% FQC(z) exceeds the limit (Required Action A.2),
(3) Reduce the Overpower AT trip setpoints by > 1% within 72 hours for each 1% FQC(z) exceeds the
limit (Required Action A.3), and (4) Perform surveillances on FQC(z) and FQW(z) prior to increasing the
thermal power above the limit of the Required Action A. 1 (Required Action A.4).
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In principle, these actions remain appropriate and will be retained in the improved FQ Technical
Specifications. However, the wording in Required Actions A.3 and A.4 which specifies the magnitude of
the setpoint reductions will be modified to account for the possibility that the limit for FQC(z ) is exceeded
during a part-power surveillance. When the limit for FQC(z ) is exceeded, thermal power will be limited to
less than the surveillance power level by Required Action A. 1. The corresponding setpoint reductions
should therefore reflect this new thermal power limit. These Required Actions will state that the setpoints
must be reduced by > 1% for each 1% that the thermal power is limited below the RTP by Required
Action A. 1. For example, if the surveillance thermal power is 75% and FQC(z) exceeds its limit by 1%,
thermal power will be limited to < 74% RTP. Consequently, the new wording will require setpoint
reductions of> 26% since this is the amount by which the thermal power is limited below the RTP. The
current Required Action wording would only require a setpoint reduction of > 1%. Strictly speaking, the
current wording is only appropriate if the surveillance is performed at full power.

Two points, however, are worth noting on this. First, the likelihood of FQC(z) ever exceeding its limit is
extremely small, especially at reduced power levels. Typically, steady-state peak FQ values are 20% to
40% less than the limit. As such, a massive core anomaly would be required for the limit to be exceeded.
Such a core anomaly would almost certainly be due to a fuel misload and would in all likelihood be
detected during the first power distribution measurement following a refueling, the primary purpose of
which is to confirm that the core is loaded properly. Continued operation at elevated power levels in the
presence of such an enormous anomaly would need to be evaluated.

The second point is that, if FQC(z) exceeds its limit, then FQW(z) will exceed its limit by an even greater
amount since FQW(z)=W(z)*FQC(z) and W(z) is always greater than 1.0 (sometimes much larger than 1.0)
for the surveilled portion of the core. As such, the Required Actions when Condition A is entered may
actually be less limiting than the Required Actions for Condition B, "FQW(z) not within limits."

3.2.3 Required Actions for Condition B: FQw(z) not within Limit

The Required Actions for Condition B are different for RAOC and CAOC. Both will be revised in the
improved FQ Technical Specifications.

Current Condition B Required Actions for CAOC

For CAOC, the current Required Actions for Condition B are the same as for Condition A except that the
basis for the reduction in the thermal power and the trip setpoints is the magnitude by which FQW(z)
exceeds its limit instead of the magnitude by which FQC(z) exceeds its limit.

When FQW(z) exceeds the limit and FQC(z) does not, the actual peak power density in the core following
performance of the Surveillance (SR 3.2.1.2) still meets the FQ(z) limit; however, future non-equilibrium

operation (e.g., load follow) could potentially produce power shapes that exceed the FQ(z) limit. From
Reference 1, Required Action B. 1 states the following: "Reduce THERMAL POWER > 1% RTP for each
1% FQw(z) exceeds limit." This Required Action is actually overly restrictive. For example, suppose a
surveillance performed at 30% RTP following a refueling indicates that FQW(z) could exceed its limit by
1% for future non-equilibrium operation. Required Action B. 1 would require a reduction in the current
thermal power from 30% RTP to 5 29% RTP. The problem with this is that 30% RTP is a non-limiting
power level. For CAOC (and typically for RAOC as well), the full power transient power shapes are
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limiting and determine the W(z) values and the limiting FQW(z) margin values. A more appropriate
Required Action would be to limit thermal power to < 99% RTP, i.e., reduce the maximum allowable
power level by > 1% RTP for each 1% that FQw(Z) exceeds its limit.

The improved CAOC FQ Technical Specification will be discussed in more detail in a later section.
Briefly, this action is replaced by a new Required Action B. 1 that requires implementation of a new
CAOC operating space, specified in the COLR, which restores FQW(z) to within its limits. A CAOC
operating space is a unique combination of CAOC AFD band limits and control bank insertion limits. A
more restrictive CAOC operating space limits the range of possible non-equilibrium power shapes more
than the current CAOC operating space through a smaller AFD band and/or shallower control bank
insertion limits. The smaller CAOC operating space results in more transient FQ margin. The margin
difference between two CAOC operating spaces at a given core elevation is characterized by the ratio of
their respective W(z) functions at that elevation. If, for example, FQw(z) exceeds its limit by 1% at an
elevation of 5 feet for the current CAOC operating space, a CAOC operating space included in the COLR
with a W(z) value at 5 feet that is at least 1% less than the W(z) for the current operating space would
provide the required margin to demonstrate that the LCO is met. Alternatively, instead of implementing a
more restrictive CAOC operating space, thermal power may be limited to some maximum value as
specified in the COLR.

Current Condition B Required Actions for RAOC

For RAOC, current Required Action B. 1 requires the following action within 4 hours when FQW(z) is not
within its limits: "Reduce AFD limits > 1% for each 1% FQW(z) exceeds limit." Therefore, when the FQ
limit is exceeded, the AFD operating space is made more restrictive on both the positive and negative
sides to limit the range of non-equilibrium power shapes that can occur during future operation. If the
reduction in the AFD envelope is large enough such that operation at Rated Thermal Power is not
possible, then the maximum allowable power level must be reduced. In this case, current Required
Actions B.2 and B.3 require corresponding reductions in the Power Range Neutron Flux-High and
Overpower AT trip setpoints within 72 hours, and Required Action B.4 requires the performance of
SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 prior to increasing thermal power above the maximum allowable power of the
AFD limits.

While reductions in the AFD envelope will usually reduce the expected maximum values of FQW(z), the
magnitude of this benefit is very dependent on the axial location of the minimum FQW(z) margin. The
presumption is that, if W(z) values were available for the reduced AFD envelope, a surveillance using
those W(z) factors would demonstrate that the LCO would be met. [

]a,c

Figure 3-6 illustrates this problem. This figure shows the ratio of RAOC W(z) values at a cycle burnup of
4000 MWD/MTU generated for two different AFD operating spaces, one with a (- 15%, + 10%) range at
HFP and the other with a (-10%, +5%) range at HFP (see Figure 6-1 for the AFD operating spaces
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assumed). The second AFD operating space represents, therefore, a 5% AFD reduction relative to the
first. This is the kind of reduction that Required Action B. I would specify if the FQ limit were exceeded
by 5%. [

axc

The improved FQ Technical Specification will specify Required Actions for RAOC operation that will be
sufficient to ensure that peak power densities will remain within the bounds of the safety analysis
assumptions in the unlikely event that FQW(z) exceeds the limit. Pre-analyzed RAOC operating spaces,
representing different levels of transient FQ margin, will be included in the COLR and characterized by
transient factors (T(z) functions) which, in conjunction with measured radial peaking factors, may be used
to quantify margin and ensure compliance with the LCO for future non-equilibrium operation. Analogous
to the CAOC operating space concept described earlier, a RAOC operating space is a unique combination

of an AFD operating space envelope and control bank insertion limits. In the unlikely event that none of
the allowed RAOC operating spaces included in the COLR provides sufficient transient FQ margin,

maximum power level and AFD reductions will be required along with setpoint reductions. The
magnitude of the required reductions will be included in the COLR. This is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3.

3.2.4 Current Surveillance Requirements for FQc(z): SR 3.2.1.1

The current Surveillance Requirements for FQc(z) are the same for both the CAOC and RAOC versions of
the current FQ Technical Specification. SR 3.2.1.1 requires verification that FQc(z) is within its limit.
The current Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.1 specify that FQC(z) must be verified to be within its limit:

a. Once after each refueling prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 12 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by

> 10% RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQC(z) was last verified; and

c. Each 31 EFPD thereafter; or

d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

These Frequencies would permit power escalation following a refueling to no more than 75% RTP prior*
to performance of the first verification of FQc(z). Together, these three Frequencies are unambiguous and
appropriately verify FQC(z) during the initial power escalation and throughout the operating cycle. They
will be retained in the improved FQ TS with one minor change. In the improved FQ TS, the second
Frequency will be revised to require verification of FQc(z) within 24 hours (instead of 12 hours) after

achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10% RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which
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FQc(z) was last verified. This Frequency of 24 hours is contained in some plant Technical Specifications.
(for a few plants, no Frequency is specified) and is a reasonable time period in which to perform this
verification given the extremely small likelihood of limiting power shapes or limiting design basis events
occurring prior to completion of the surveillance.

SR 3.2.1.1 is modified by a note. The note also applies to SR 3.2.1.2, which is the Surveillance
Requirement for FQW(z). The note states the following:

"During power escalation at the beginning of each cycle, thermal power may be increased until an
equilibrium power level has been achieved, at which a power distribution map is obtained."

This note has been a source of confusion and is interpreted differently by various utilities. Some interpret
this note to mean that, if multiple flux maps are taken prior to achieving 75% RTP following a refueling,
then FQc(z) and FQw(z) must be verified to be within limits for each flux map. Other utilities interpret the
note and the SR to require only a single verification of FQc(z) and FQW(z) during the power escalation
following a refueling, as long as that verification is obtained prior to exceeding 75% RTP.

In the improved FQ TS, this note will simply be eliminated. As stated earlier, the surveillance Frequencies
for FQC(z) are unambiguous. It is sufficient to confirm FQc(z) once prior to exceeding 75% RTP following
a refueling. When a higher power level is achieved, e.g., 100 % RTP, the TS requires another verification
of FQC(z). Thus, FQc(z) will continue to be confirmed at high power levels where margin will be at its
minimum. In the unlikely event that the limit for FQC(z) is exceeded, the Required Actions will specify
compensatory power and setpoint reductions.

3.2.5 Current Surveillance Requirements for FQW(z): SR 3.2.1.2

The current Surveillance Requirements for FQW(z) are the same for both the CAOC and RAOC versions
of the current FQ Technical Specification. SR 3.2.1.2 requires verification that FQw(z) is within its limit.
The current Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.2 specify that FQW(z) must be verified to be within its limit:

a. Once after each refueling prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 12 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10%
RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQW(z) was last verified; and

c. Each 31 EFPD thereafter; or

d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

These are the same basic Frequencies as for FQc(z).

There are two areas for improvement in SR 3.2.1.2. The first area for improvement concerns the
surveillance Frequencies.

The intent of SR 3.2.1.2 is to confirm that the FQ limit will be met during future non-equilibrium
operation within the allowed operating space between the time of the current surveillance and the next
required surveillance (usually in 31 EFPD). The above Frequencies will be retained but will be slightly
modified.
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The first Frequency for SR 3.2.1.2 will be changed to state that FQW(z) must be verified to be within its
limit following each refueling within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after thermal power
exceeds 75% RTP. Some plant Technical Specifications have this Frequency in their TS (specifying
12 hours instead of 24 hours). This change is justified since initial startups following a refueling are slow
and tightly controlled due to startup ramp rate limitations and fuel conditioning requirements.
Consequently, the initial startup following a refueling will not result in non-equilibrium power shapes that
could challenge the FQW(z) limit. Also, core power distribution measurements taken at low powers
(<50% RTP) to confirm that the core is loaded properly will provide ample indication that the core is
operating consistent with expectations. The new Frequency will ensure that verification of FQw(z) is
performed within a reasonable time period and prior to extended non-equilibrium operation at power
levels where the maximum permitted peak linear heat rate could potentially be challenged. Power levels
of< 75% RTP are non-limiting for minimum transient FQW(z) margin. Furthermore, as discussed in the
previous section, surveillances at low power levels can be challenging with respect to obtaining an
accurate transient FQ margin assessment. Performing this initial verification after exceeding 75% power
ensures that the surveillance will be performed with more appropriate steady state peaking factors
measured at or near the power level where future non-equilibrium operation could be limiting. If the
surveillance indicates that future non-equilibrium operation could challenge the limit, the Required
Actions in the improved FQ TS will provide appropriate compensatory measures to ensure that the LCO
will be met during such operation.

The second Frequency will be modified in the same ways as SR 3.2.1.1. In the improved FQ TS, it will
require verification of FQW(z) within 24 hours (instead of 12 hours) after achieving equilibrium conditions
after exceeding, by > 10% RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQW(z) was last verified. As with
SR 3.2.1.1, this Frequency of 24 hours is contained in some plant Technical Specifications. The
Frequency of 24 hours is a reasonable time period in which to confirm that FQW(z) is within its limits
given the extremely small likelihood of limiting power shapes or limiting design basis events occurring
prior to completion of the surveillance.

The second area for improvement of SR 3.2.1.2 concerns the note modifying SR 3.2.1.2. This note states
the following:

"If measurements indicate that the maximum over z [FQC(z) / K(z)] has increased since the previous
evaluation of FQC(z):

a. Increase FQw (z) by the greater of a factor of [ 1.02] or by an appropriate factor specified in
the COLR and reverify FQW(z) is within limits or

b. Repeat SR 3.2.1.2 once per 7 EFPD until either a. above is met or two successive flux
maps indicate that the maximum over z [FQC(z) / K(z) ] has not increased."

The intent of this note in the current FQ TS is to account for potential increases in FQw(z) between
surveillances. It requires application of the greater of a 1.02 factor or a factor specified in the COLR (see
Reference 5) whenever measurements indicate that the maximum value of FQC(z)/K(z) has increased.
Alternatively, SR 3.2.1.2 must be repeated once per 7 EFPD until FQW(z) is within limits with the penalty
factor applied or two successive flux maps indicate that FQC(z)/K(z) has not increased.
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In the improved F0 TS, this note will be eliminated, but application of a penalty factor will continue to be

required whenever the minimum margin to the FQW(z) limit is predicted to decrease. The required penalty
factors, referred to as Rj factors in this report, will be included in the COLR and will simply become part
of the FQW(z) formulation (see discussion in Section 5.5). The penalty factors will be tied to a predicted

decrease in the actual transient FQ margin in the upcoming time period (i.e., the next 31 EFPD) rather than
a measured increase in the value of FQC(z)/K(z) over the previous time period. When margin is predicted

to increase, the COLR will indicate an Rj factor of 1.0 (i.e., no penalty). When margin is predicted to

decrease, the COLR will indicate an appropriate Rj factor based on predicted margin trends.

This is more appropriate and rigorous than the current method since decreases in margin in the upcoming
time period are the relevant concern. The basis for the current SR is that past measurement trends of

FQC(z)/K(z) can be used to determine whether or not the transient FQ margin will decrease in the future

and, therefore, whether or not a penalty factor is needed. Past measurement trends of FoC(z)/K(z),
however, may or may not be indicative of future margin trends. Though not likely, it is conceivable for the
maximum value of FQC(z)/K(z) to be decreasing while margin is also decreasing since margin depends not
only on the maximum value of FQC(z)/K(z), which characterizes steady state peaking factors, but also on

the range of possible non-equilibrium axial power shapes, characterized analytically by W(z) and T(z).
Furthermore, the Rj penalty factors tend to be largest at BOL when the burnable absorbers are depleting

relatively quickly with consequent changes in the power distribution. Current core models predict

burnable absorber depletion and the resulting power distribution changes well. Thus, consistency between
the measured and predicted trends in steady state peaking factors is expected. Consequently, basing the

application and magnitude of the penalty factor on predicted margin trends is a reasonable approach.

Another difficulty with the current SR is that a minimum penalty of 2% is applied regardless of how small

the increase in FoC(z)/K(z) was measured to be. Even a small increase in FoC(z)/K(z) of 0.1% would

require a 2% penalty to be applied. The improved SR eliminates this problem since the magnitude of the
penalty factor is based on the predicted margin trends; no minimum penalty is specified.

Finally, the improved SR avoids any lag in the application of the penalty factor caused by the current
requirement for two successive measurements, which could be a month apart, to indicate a potential

decrease in margin. These measurements characterize the margin trend in the time period that has just
ended. Therefore, the improved SR will better capture the expected trend of the margin based on
predictions. By eliminating the note, however, the option to perform more frequent surveillances in lieu of

applying the penalty factor is also eliminated. It will be necessary to demonstrate that the LCO is met

with the COLR Rj factor applied. If the LCO is not met, then the Required Actions must be implemented
to restore margin.
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Table 3-1 BOL, ARO, Fxy(z) Values by Core Power Level
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Table 3-2 EOL, ARO, Fxy(z) Values by Core Power Level
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Table 3-3 ARO and Lead Control Bank (Bank D) Inserted (D-In) Fxy(z) Values at IFP at BOL
and EOL •vii

c
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Table 3-4 Comparison of Reference and Startup Fxv(z) Values at BOL
a,c
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I Core planes at -9.5 ft and above are rodded and are indicated by italics.
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a,c

Figure 3-1 CAOC Baseload and Transient Shapes
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a,c

Figure 3-2 Ratio of Transient and Baseload FQ(z) for CAOC FQ(z) Shapes
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a,c

Figure 3-3 RAOC Baseload and Transient Shapes
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a,c

Figure 3-4 Maximum Calculated Transient P(z) for a RAOC Plant Assuming Three Different
Steady State Axial Offset Measurements
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a,c

Figure 3-5 Ratio of Transient and Baseload FQ(z) for RAOC FQ(z) Shapes
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a,c

Figure 3-6 Ratio of RAOC W(z) Values for (-15,+10) and (-10,+5) AFD Envelopes at 4000
MWD/MTU Cycle Burnup
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4 IMPROVED RAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE FORMULATION

The previous section discussed the difficulties with the current FQ Surveillance formulation and
Technical Specification. For RAOC plants, these difficulties are especially problematic. In this section, an
improved FQ Surveillance formulation for RAOC plants will be derived that mitigates the sensitivity of
the formulation to differences between measured and predicted power shapes. The methodology
necessary to support this formulation will be presented.

4.1 DERIVATION OF THE IMPROVED RAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE
FORMULATION

In the absence of continuous FQ(z) monitoring, it is necessary to estimate the transient FQ margin based on
steady-state peaking factor measurements augmented by analytical factors that characterize the expected
transient behavior of the core for postulated non-equilibrium operation. This is the basic philosophy of the
current FQ Surveillance formulation, and this philosophy is still necessary in the improved formulation.
[

For the derivation, we start with the desired analytical result of the RAOC analysis, introduced in
Section 3.1 as expression (3-1) and repeated here:

CFQ * K(z) Ž! Max over i [F r.(z) * Prel]l Prel >- 0.5 (4-1)

In expression (4-1), CFQ*K(z) is the HFP FQ limit as a function of height, FQTr(z) is the predicted
transient FQ(z) for a given core power shape i determined at a given cycle burnup, and Prel is the core
relative power associated with the core power shape. [

]a.C Thus, in expression (4-1) we seek the maximum value of FQTr(z)*Pre, at each

elevation over all the power shapes generated at a given cycle burnup.

Using expression (2-10), we can expand the FQTr(z) term into its radial and axial components as follows:

CFQ * K(z) Ž_ Max over i [Fi•(z) * PTr(z) * Prei]i Prei > 0.5 (4-2)
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Here, FxyTr(Z) is the transient planar radial peaking factor as a fulction of height and PTr(z) is the transient
core average axial power shape for a given power shape i. FxyTr(z) may differ from the steady-state, ARO,
HFP Fxy(z) value due to the following effects: (1) the presence of control rods in axial plane z for the
given transient power shape, (2) increases in Fxy(z) if Prel < 1.0, i.e., if the core is at part-power, and
(3) increases in Fxy(z) caused by radial transient xenon effects. The last item, the effect on Fxy due to
transient radial xenon, is discussed in Reference 5.

All three of these effects are directly accounted for in the RAOC analysis. If we define FmdTr(Z) as the
"transient" factor that quantifies the increase in the steady-state, HFP, ARO Fxy(z) due to these combined
effects, we can write the following:

FJ'y'(z) = * Fd (Z - (z) (4-3)

where:

FxyHFP(z) is the predicted, steady-state, HFP, ARO planar radial peaking factor as a function of
core height.

Substituting (4-3) into (4-2):

CFQ * K(z) Ž_ Max over i [Fr Hd(z) * Fx"fP(z) * p r(z) * Prei]. (4-4)

In (4-4), the limitation of Pej > 0.5 is dropped for simplicity. It should be understood that the RAOC
methodology generates power shapes for relative powers greater than or equal to 0.5.

All of the terms on the RHS of expression (4-4) are analytical values.

a,c

[ I a,c
(4-5)

In (4-5) we have also included the factor UF that accounts for measurement and manufacturing
uncertainties. Rearranging this slightly:

[ a,c
(4-6)

For most surveillances, the surveillance core condition is HFP (or very near HFP) with control rods
almost fully withdrawn, i.e., near ARO. Also, the limiting RAOC power shape, i.e., the power shape with
the minimum margin to the limit, is typically a shape generated at full power conditions. Therefore, for
this case:

F4~~z [Fxy(z)]p~urv (4-7)
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Pret = 1.0 (4-8)

In these typical circumstances, then, expression (4-6) can be simplified as follows:

I I a,c (4-9)

This simplified form of expression (4-6) is instructive because it highlights the primary attributes of this

]a,c

Expression (4-9) assumes that the surveillance condition is HIFP, ARO. We can generalize the formulation
for all surveillance conditions as follows: The LHS of expression (4-6) is the FQ(z) limit at HFP. As
discussed in Section 2, the FQ(z) limit is an inverse function of the surveillance power level. To
implement this functionality in (4-6), both sides of the expression must be divided by the surveillance
relative power PrS', or 0.5 if the surveillance relative power is _< 0.5. This is indicated by the following:

[

[
a,c

]a,c

for PrO'l > 0.5 (4-10)

for PS- > 0.5 (4-11)

In the remainder of this derivation, we will work with expression (4-10) and, at the end, generalize the

result for surveillance relative powers below 0.5.
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The first bracketed expression on the RHS of (4-10) is the new analytical factor T(z) that replaces W(z)
for RAOC plants. Therefore:

[ axc (4-12)

We can write this more simply as:

[ Saxc (4-13)

I

] a,c

Like the W(z) factors in the current formulation, the T(z) factors in the new formulation will be
pre-calculated and included in the COLR. Therefore, it is necessary to assume some reference

surveillance condition for their calculation. Specifically, a reference surveillance condition must be
assumed for the denominator of expression (4-13). Generally, the steady-state reference surveillance

condition assumed will be HFP, ARO, but other reference conditions could be assumed, e.g., for

surveillance specific T(z) factors at a reduced power level. The following expression indicates that the
COLR T(z) factors are based on some reference surveillance condition assumed in the denominator of the
expression:

[ Sac (4-14)

where:

PrRef is the reference relative power level and [Fxy (Z)]Ref is the reference predicted radial

peaking factor at elevation z assumed in generating the COLR T(z) functions.

However, since the actual surveillance may not coincide with the surveillance conditions assumed in
generating T(z), the COLR T(z) values can be modified at the time of the surveillance to provide T(z)
values more appropriate to the actual surveillance conditions. The following expression indicates the
required modifications:

[ I a,c

(4-15)

The ratio (nRef loses) represents a straightforward modification to the T(z) factors. At the time of the

surveillance, the surveillance power level Ps 1 is known. Also, Ref is a known assumption and will
usually equal 1.0. Consequently, this modification factor will usually be (1sPr 1 ). This same modification
is currently made to the W(z) factors supplied in the COLR. It is only necessary because of the scaling of
the FQ limit with power level.
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Ii

]a,c This is shown as

follows.

Using (4-12) and (4-15), expression (4-10) can be rewritten as the following:

[ a,c (4-16)

axc

If we define this ratio as Axy(z), i.e., an adjustment factor for the radial peaking factor, expression (4-16)
becomes:

/Ref\
CFQ*K(z) > [T(z)]COLR * (Pres '1 * Axy(Z) * [Fxy(Z)] *UF

Tel \ r.el)
(4-17)

where:

[ a,c (4-18)

These expressions indicate that Fxy is a function of z. Fxy, however, is actually a function of a number of
variables including height (z), relative power, control rod position, and cycle burnup. For a given
surveillance, the cycle burnup is fixed. To separate the correction factor Axy into its component correction
factors related to power level and control rod position, the following definitions will be made with respect
to the analytical Fxy values for a surveillance at a given cycle burnup:

Fxy(z, Psur, Rsurv)- [Fxy(Z)]u predicted radial peaking factor at elevation z, surveillance power
level Psu.,, and surveillance control rod position Rsurv

Fx (z, PRef, RRef) - [Fxy(Z)] ef predicted radial peaking factor at elevation z, reference power level

PREF, and reference control rod position RRef
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Fxy(z, Psurv, RRef) =_ predicted radial peaking factor at elevation z, surveillance power level Psur,, and
reference control rod position RRef

Expression (4-18) can then be rewritten as follows:

[ a,c (4-19)

If we now make the following definitions:

[
[ I axc

axC (4-20)

(4-21)

we can rewrite (4-19) as follows:

[ axc
(4-22)

Therefore, expression (4-17) becomes,

CFQ*K(z) COL ReR\
*ss - [T(z)]cOLR *(Ir'Ls * FRC(Z) * FPC(Z) * [Fxy(Z)]s *UF

Prel k PreIT Su (4-23)

In this expression, FRC and Fpc respectively correct the surveillance for the presence of the control rod
and for differences in the reference and surveillance power levels, removing the inconsistency between
the reference conditions assumed in generating the T(z) factors and the actual surveillance core condition.

For convenience, when the [T(z)]cOLR values are calculated for inclusion in the COLR, the Pre, term in

the denominator of expression (4-14) will be assumed to be equal to 1.0, that is:

[ I a,c
(4-24)

(This assumption is also made in the calculation of W(z) values for the COLR in the current formulation.)
Ref -With this change, the value of P,,i(42)s also set to 1.0, so that (4-23) becomes:

CFQ*K(z) [T(z)]cOLR FRC(W)* Fpc(Z) * [FXy(z)] 'ur * UF
PSS pS ) SuPrel Pret (4-25)
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Recall that PrS'e is the surveillance relative power level in the FQ limit expression. When the surveillance
relative power level is < 0. 5, PrS'e must be set to 0.5 in (4-25). This leads to the following two expressions
covering all surveillance power levels:

CFQK(z) > [T(z)COL FRc(Z) * Fpc(z) * [Fx(Z) * UF
pSSI - pSSi * ~~)VC~)L~ Sur F

CFQ*K(z) *[T(z)COLR FRc(Z) * Fpc(Z) * [Fxy(Z)] * UF
0.5 0.5

for PrS't > 0.5

for PrSS <_ 0.5

(4-26)

(4-27)

Since FRc(z) * Fpc (z) = Axy(z), these expressions can be more succinctly written as follows:

CFQ*K(z) > [T(z)]COLR * Axy(z) * [Fxy(z)]srp * UF

CFQ*K(z) > [T(z)]cQLR Axy(z) * [Fxy(Z)] *

0.5 0.5

for PrSes, > 0.5

for PS~L •5 0.5

(4-28)

(4-29)

Expressions (4-28) and (4-29) are the fundamental expressions for the improved FQ Surveillance
formulation for RAOC plants. To support surveillances, values for [T(z)]cOLR will be supplied in the
COLR. The Westinghouse core monitoring software will automatically divide these values by Prsst or 0.5,
as appropriate, consistent with expressions (4-28) and (4-29). The same process is used for the W(z)
values in the current formulation.

4.2 CALCULATION OF T(Z) FACTORS

pc W(z) values are

calculated at these burnup steps and are included in the COLR. When surveillances are performed at cycle
burmups intermediate to the explicitly analyzed burnups, standard interpolation methods are employed by
the core monitoring software to generate W(z) values appropriate for that particular cycle burnup. The
same process will be employed for the T(z) factors in the improved FQ Surveillance formulation.

The relevant expression for calculating the COLR T(z) factors for a particular burnup is expression
(4-24), which is:

[ Iaxc
(4-30)

Normally, the reference condition assumed for calculation of the radial peaking factor in the denominator
is HFP, ARO, EQXE. However, a different reference condition could be assumed. For example, if T(z)
values were desired for a specific reduced power operating state, surveillance specific T(z) values could
be generated using (4-30) by including radial peaking factors consistent with that state in the denominator
of the ratio. The numerator of the ratio, which is independent of the surveillance condition, is determined
by examining all of the power shapes generated in the RAOC analysis for the particular burnup being
analyzed. These "surveillance-specific" T(z) values could be included in the COLR.
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The relationship between T(z) and W(z) is very simple and is easily established by comparing the
expression for the COLR T(z) with the expression for the COLR W(z). The relevant expression for the
COLR W(z) is expression (3-14), which is:

I I ac

(4-31)

Using expression (2-10):

[ I ac
(4-32)

Comparing (4-30) and (4-32), it is apparent that:

[ Sac (4-33)

I

]a,c

There is a subtle difference in the current FQ Surveillance formulation and the improved formulation that
requires some discussion. In the current formulation, W(z) is multiplied by the measured FQ(z) at the
surveillance condition to determine the "measured" transient FQ(z) for the surveillance (see expression
(3-13)). By virtue of using the measured FQ(z), the axial power distribution effects of the fuel assembly
spacer grids are directly captured. The fuel assembly spacer grids, which are modest neutron absorbers,
depress the local power near the grids. As a result, there is a slight increase in power-effectively, an
increase in P(z)-in the spans between the grids. Because the new formulation uses the measured Fxy(z)
instead of the measured FQ(z), the effects of the grids are not directly captured via measurement. To
address this, the new formulation will capture the peaking factor effects of the grids in one of two ways:
(1) the grids will be explicitly modeled in the core models used to determine FQr(z) in the numerator of
the [T(z)]COLR expression, or (2) the grids will be implicitly modeled by smearing their material within
the model and increasing F jr(z) by a small factor to account for the additional axial power peaking in the
spans between grids.

The second method is the standard method currently used in the RAOC (and CAOC) power shape
analyses-not to generate W(z) values, but as part of the reload safety evaluation analyses performed to
confirm that the FQ(z) limit will be met. Current core models typically do not explicitly model the grids.
So, when these models are used to calculate FQ(z), a grid factor is always included in the final FQ(z)
estimate. In the future, however, core models that explicitly model the spacer grids may be used, in which
case the use of an ancillary grid factor will be unnecessary.
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4.3 CALCULATION OF Axy(Z) AND ITS SUB-FACTORS

For the vast majority of surveillances in the vast majority of plants, the Axy(z) adjustment factors will be
unimportant. The reasons for this are:

I. Virtually all plants are operated in baseload mode at nominal operating conditions with control
rods nearly fully withdrawn. Consequently, if the reference conditions assumed for generating the
T(z) values are HFP, ARO, EQXE, these conditions will usually agree closely with the actual
surveillance core conditions. So, Fpc(z) and FRc(z) will very nearly equal 1.0; therefore, Axy(z)
will nearly equal 1.0.

2. For surveillances, many plants use a core model from an on-line core monitoring system that has
been calibrated to the measured core via periodic flux maps and continuous readings from incore
and excore instrumentation (e.g., excore detectors, thermocouples, or fixed incore detectors).
The power distribution in the calibrated core model is effectively the measured power
distribution. During a surveillance, this calibrated core model is taken to HFP, ARO, EQXE
conditions. The resulting FQ(z) from that model is the measured FQ(z) used in the FQ Surveillance
formulation. For these plants, then, every surveillance is at the correct reference conditions;
therefore, Axy(z) will always equal 1.0.

3. As Tables 3-1 and 3-2 show, the power distribution sensitivity of the radial peaking factor is not
large. For, power levels > 70% RTP, the ratio of the full power Fxy to the part power Fxy
(which is Fpc) was > 0.98, which corresponds to a less than 2% correction.

4. Tables 3-3 and 3-4 show that FRC, the peaking factor correction for control rods, can be
significant. However, at high power levels, the lead control bank is rarely inserted deeply.
Furthermore, the axial location of the minimum margin is rarely in the small region at the top of
the core where the lead control bank could be present.

5. The current FQ Surveillance formulation does not include the Fpc (z) and FRC (z) corrections,
even though it legitimately could (see Section 7). Despite this, FQ margin issues occur very
infrequently, which implies that ignoring these effects does not pose significant difficulties in
meeting limits for the vast majority of surveillances.

6. Technical -Specifications require re-verification of transient FQ(z) whenever power is increased by
more than 10% relative to the last verification of FQ(z). Consequently, surveillances will always
occur at high powers near the core conditions assumed in generating the COLR T(z) factors and
where transient FQ margin is near its minimum value.

Given these six reasons, a good argument could be made that explicit inclusion of the Axy(z) factors in
surveillances is unnecessary. However, use of these factors should be an option in the rare circumstance
where a plant needs margin to avoid an operating space or power level reduction. With this in mind,
several methods are discussed in the following subsections for incorporating these adjustment factors into
surveillances. They are discussed in order of increasing complexity.
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4.3.1 Method 1: Axy(z) is Unity

The current FQ Surveillance formulation makes no adjustment in the radial peaking factors when the
surveillance conditions differ from the reference conditions. This has not led to frequent or significant
margin issues. Consequently, assuming that Fpc(z) * FRc(z) = Axy(z) = 1.0 is a reasonable option that
will in all likelihood result in conservative surveillances for off-nominal conditions. This option,
however, is not so conservative that margin issues are likely to ensue. In other words, with this method,
the limiting transient FQ margin will in all likelihood be underestimated if the surveillance conditions are
at a lower power than the reference conditions and/or the lead control bank is inserted, but this
underestimation will likely be small in most circumstances.

In theory, it is possible to slightly over-estimate the minimum margin by assuming that Axy(z) = 1.0.
This would only occur, however, if the predicted radial peaking factor at the surveillance condition is less
than the predicted radial peaking factor at the reference condition, i.e., if:

[ a,c (4-34)

at the minimum margin location. Since peaking factors tend to increase with rod insertion and reduced
power level, this inequality is unlikely to be true at the axial plane of minimum margin.

Consequently, setting Ax (z) = 1.0 is a viable option and the simplest one. This will be the default option
presented in the COLR; that is, if explicit values for Axy(z) or its sub-factors are not determined via the
other methods discussed in the following subsections, then these factors shall be assumed to be 1.0.

4.3.2 Method 2: Direct Calculation of Axy(z) for the Surveillance Condition

The most convenient and direct method of determining explicit values for Axy (z) or its sub-factors is to
calculate them at the time of the surveillance using a model of the core generated using approved
methods. The method for doing this is essentially expression (4-22), which is:

In this method, Axy (z) is determined directly through two core calculations: one at the reference
conditions assumed for the COLR T(z) factors, e.g., HFP, ARO, EQXE, and a second at the actual
surveillance conditions, which may have a reduced power level and some lead control bank insertion.
Since surveillances are typically performed at or near equilibrium conditions, equilibrium xenon may be
assumed in this second calculation for simplicity.

An example of this method was presented in Table 3-4. Table 3-4 provides the ratio of the radial peaking
factors at the reference condition of ARO, HIFP, EQXE and at a surveillance condition corresponding to
26.4% RTP and with the lead bank positioned at 176 steps withdrawn. For this case, the Axy(z) factors
would result in corrections of the transient FQ(z) on the order of a few percent. Note that for this case, all
of the Axy (z) factors are less than 1.0. Thus, applying these factors would slightly decrease the maximum
transient FQ(z) and increase the "measured" transient FQ margin. As discussed earlier, one can think of
these factors as correcting the COLR T(z) to the surveillance condition or, equivalently, correcting the
measured Fxy(z) to the reference condition.
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This method will be included in the COLR as an appropriate method to account for differences between
the reference and surveillance conditions in the surveillance transient FQ margin assessment. If this
method is used, the values will be determined on a surveillance specific basis. Note that the values of
Axy (z) will not be included in the COLR; rather, only the method will be referenced.

4.3.3 Method 3: Limited Pre-calculation of Fpc(z) and FRc(z) with Simplifying
Assumptions

It is possible to include pre-7calculated values for FRc (z) and Fpc (z) in the COLR. However, to do this for
all possible power levels, control rod positions, and cycle burnups is not realistic. Instead a limited set of
values could be included in the COLR for a specific cycle bumup or range of cycle bumups and
employing some simplifying assumptions to reduce the scope of reactor conditions presented in the
COLR to something practical.

Surveillances for off-nominal conditions are most likely to be performed during the initial startup
following a refueling. Consequently, if specific values for FRc (z) and Fpc (z) are desired for inclusion in
the COLR, it would be most useful to determine values to support surveillances during the initial power
ascension.

The required table of values can be considerably reduced if the following simplifying assumption is
made: Because of feedback effects, increases in radial peaking factors due to insertion of the lead control
bank at full power will generally be less than for the same insertion at part power. Another way to state
this is the following:

FXY(z,l.O,ARO) > Fxy(z,PsurvARO) when Psur, - 1.0 (4-36)
Fxy(Z,1.O,Rsurv) - Fxy(ZPsurv,Rsurv)

or

FRC (z, 1.0) > FRC (Z, PSUrv) when Psurv, < 1.0 (4-37)

Table 4-1 provides values for FRc (z, Psur) at BOL for a range of relative powers from 1.0 to 0.7 for a
typical 4-loop core. The values were generated by assuming complete insertion of the lead control bank to
quantify the effect of the control rod at each axial elevation. The table also provides ratios of FRc(z, 1.0)
to FRc (Z, Psurv). Note that, except for the very top of the core, FRC (z, Psur) decreases with power level.
Typically, the exclusion zone for FQ Surveillance is the top and bottom 15% of the core, although smaller
exclusion zones are sometimes specified. Estimates of the transient FQ are not required in these regions
due to the difficulty of obtaining an accurate measurement there and the small likelihood of limiting
margins in these regions. Consequently, these FRC (z, Ps,,,) values near the top of the core would usually
be in the upper exclusion zone and, therefore, would not be employed. Regardless, assuming that the
values for full power are limiting is generally a good assumption resulting in either conservative values or
values that are trivially non-conservative. Even the trivially non-conservatisms can be eliminated by
simply assuming the maximum values of FRC (z, Psu,,) over the range of power levels considered. The
maximum values are also indicated in Table 4-1.
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The above strategy results in a single set of FRc(z) values applicable at BOL for the startup surveillances.
Of course, the maximum insertion of the lead control bank is a function of power level and is specified in
the COLR. Deeper rod insertions are permitted at lower power levels. While Table 4-1 illustrates values
of FRC (z) over a full range of core heights, in practice FRC (z) will be approximately equal to 1.0 for
unrodded core planes. For example, for the particular core used here, the Control Bank Insertion Limits
specify that the deepest permitted insertion for the lead control bank (D-Bank) at 70% RTP is a core
height of approximately 5.1 feet. Consequently, values of FRC (z) below this height would always be -1.0.
Values for core planes above this height would also be -1.0 if the particular core plane is unrodded at the
surveillance condition.

To obtain values for the power correction factor, Fpc (z), expression (4-2 1) is used. When the reference
rod position is specified as ARO, we have the following:

Fpc (z, Psurv) : FXy(ZPRef ,ARO) (4-38)
FXy(Z,P~~urv,ARO) (-8

Table 4-2 gives example values for Fpc (z, Psur,) for a range of power levels at BOL for the same 4-loop
core design used for Table 4-1. Equilibrium xenon was assumed in calculating these values. As noted
earlier, these values are not a strong function of power level at BOL. A significantly larger sensitivity to
power level is evident later in life (see Table 3-2). For BOL, all the values are within 1% of 1.0.

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 give values for these factors at core heights corresponding to the nodes in the 3D core
model used to calculate them. In this model, 26 axial nodes were used. Typically, surveillances are
performed over a larger number of evenly spaced axial positions. In a typical flux map, 61 axial points are
usually used. Values for these factors at the specific surveillance axial positions can be obtained by
interpolating on the nodal values using standard interpolation methods. Similarly, Table 4-2 gives
Fpc (z, Psu,,) values only for a small set of power levels. Values for intermediate powers can be obtained

using standard interpolation methods. If, however, a surveillance is performed at a power level lower than
the minimum power level in the table, the values of Fc (z, Psu,,) for the minimum power level in the
table should be used rather than extrapolating the table values to lower powers.

Tables 4-1 and 4-2 were generated specifically for BOL. In principle, however, similar values could be
generated for any specific cycle burnup or range of cycle bumups. Interpolation on burnup could then be
performed. For example, if a part-power surveillance became necessary late in life, FRC (z) and Fpc (z)
could be pre-calculated at the burnup of interest or over a range of burnups near the burnup anticipated for
the surveillance. These values could then be included in the COLR, either when the COLR was initially
prepared or through a COLR update.

Note that this method assumes that the power and control rod correction factors are separable,
i.e., independent of one another. In reality, there are 3D effects that can occur, especially near the
transition region between the rodded and unrodded core planes. In this region, the presence of the control
rods can affect the limiting radial peaking factors in unrodded core planes just below the control rods and
vice versa. These 3D effects will be small if the radial location of the peak is not near the control rod
locations. In this case, insertion of the control rod will normally increase the peaking factor. When the
peak radial location is near the control rod, insertion of the control rod can reduce the radial peaking
factor in both the rodded planes and in the unrodded planes in the transition region. In this case, the
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product of FRC (z) and Fpc (z) could be underestimated. This would result in an overestimation of the
margin in this region. It is judged, however, that, in practice, this is very unlikely to result in any
significant non-conservative minimum margin assessments since control rods are typically not deeply
inserted during surveillances, except possibly for low power surveillances. Furthermore, low power
surveillances are really only interim assessments; new surveillances must be performed when reactor
power is increased by greater than or equal to 10% RTP above the power level of the most recent
surveillance. Also, core designers can readily determine whether this method will provide sufficiently
accurate assessments. Method 2 or Method 4 (see subsection 4.3.4) could be used if accuracy is judged to
be an issue.

4.3.4 Method 4: Pre-calculation of Axy(z)

The last method for calculating these correction factors involves direct calculation of the product of
FRc(z) and Fpc(z), i.e., Axy(z), using expression (4-22). This is essentially the same as Method 2 but
instead of calculating surveillance specific factors at the time of the surveillance using an approved core
model, the factors are pre-calculated and included in the COLR. (Alternatively, the COLR can be updated
to include these factors prior to the surveillance.) As discussed above, to do this for all core power levels,
lead bank positions, and cycle burnups is not very practical or even necessary. However, similar to the
approach in the previous subsection, values could be determined for startup, for a specific expected
surveillance condition, or for a specific cycle bumup or range of cycle bumups.

Tables 4-3 through 4-6 give startup values for the same core used in the previous example. Each table
gives Axy (z) values for a different core relative power. Specifically, the relative power levels considered
were 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 for Tables 4-3 through 4-6, respectively. Also, each table considers various
D-Bank positions ranging from fully withdrawn to an insertion slightly deeper than the insertion limit for
that power level. Increments of 20 steps were used (1 step = 0.625 inches). Of course, different power and
rod position increments could be used, e.g., power increments of 0.05 and rod position increments of
10 steps. It would be useful for the tables to include rod positions frequently used for flux maps. For
example, if flux maps- frequently occur with the lead bank at >210 steps withdrawn, then including data
for a rod position of 210 steps would be advantageous.

If a surveillance is performed at some intermediate state that does not correspond exactly to any of the
conditions assumed in the table, then the following process is recommended: As an example, suppose a
surveillance is performed at 85% RTP (0.85 relative power) and with D-Bank at 195 steps withdrawn. To
obtain Axy(z) values appropriate for these conditions, a reasonable process would be to interpolate
between the tables to obtain values by rod position for 85% RTP. Next, the maximum Axy(z) values
between the two sets at 205 steps and 185 steps would be used. In some circumstances, this process may
conservatively underestimate the available margin in the transition region between the rodded and
unrodded core planes. Interpolation on rod position is not really appropriate, however, because the
variability of the factors is not a smooth function of rod position.

Some of the Axy(z) values in Tables 4-3 through 4-6 exceed 1.0 by a few percent. For example, in
Table 4-5, the value for a D-Bank position of 185 steps withdrawn (SWD) and a core height of 9.81 ft is
1.027. As discussed in the previous subsection, this can occur in cases where the presence of the control
rod suppresses the radial peaking factor. In this particular instance, the peak unrodded Fxy(z) is very near
a D-Bank control rod location. Consequently, inserting the control rod reduces the radial peaking factor.
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This local peaking factor suppression can occur in both the rodded planes and in the unrodded planes near
the tip of the control bank. A control rod position of 185 SWD corresponds to a core height of 10.0 ft.
Thus, core planes above and immediately below this elevation are affected by the control rod's presence.
The same phenomenon is observable for the other rod positions, but at different axial locations since the
rod positions are different.

One option is to simply exclude core planes from the surveillance that are near the bank demand position.
This exclusion is, in fact, included in the Bases for SR 3.2.1.2 of Technical Specification 3.2.1A in
Reference 1, which is the Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor Technical Specification for CAOC Fxy(z) plants.
This exclusion will be retained in the Bases for the improved FQ TS. (See additional discussion on this in
the following section.) This exclusion is justified because the limiting margin location is very unlikely to
be in or near a rodded plane. As will be shown in Section 6, the elevation of the limiting transient FQ
margin for this core at BOL is 7.65 ft. This is well below any elevation that would be significantly
affected by control rods for a surveillance at or near full power. Furthermore, for the vast majority of high
power surveillances, control rod insertion is very minimal. Consequently, the limiting margin location is
rarely in a region where control rod influences will obscure the minimum margin assessment. For this
particular core, any of above methods would give good minimum transient FQ margin assessments for
high power surveillances.

4.4 MEASUREMENT OF Fxy(Z)

In this new formulation, the key factor being measured is the Fxy(z). The measured FxY(z) is used to
normalize the transient FQ(z) analysis to the radial peaking factors of the measured core. Of course, Fxy(z)
is being measured in the current formulation, too, but as a component of the measured FQ(z). The
measured Fxy(z) can be directly obtained from the measured FQ(z) through use of expression (2-10), i.e.:

Fxm,(z =p(z) (4-39)
PM(z)

There are a number of plants (primarily CAOC plants) that confirm FQ(z) indirectly by measuring FxM (z)
and then comparing this measurement to an Fxv(z) limit. These plants utilize the surveillance approach
discussed in Technical Specification 3.2. 1 A in Reference 1, which, as mentioned earlier, is the Heat Flux
Hot Channel Factor Technical Specification for CAOC Fxv(z) plants. The bases for this TS specify that
core plane regions within +2% of the grid plane regions are excluded from the surveillance. The 2% value
corresponds to 2% of the core height or about 2.9 inches for a 12 foot core. The reason for this exclusion
is a concern with respect to measuring Fxy in this region. If the flux traces from the moveable detector
system are not all well-aligned with respect to their grid depressions, it is possible to get "anomalous" FxY
measurements. This could occur, for example, if a flux trace were misaligned such that a non-grid axial
point was mispositioned into a grid plane. This would cause the measured Fxy for that grid plane to be
unrealistically large, resulting in an anomalous margin reduction relative to the FxY limit.

For the current formulation, where FQ(z) is measured, this issue is not much of a problem since the axial
powers at the grid elevations are depressed. Even if the measured Fxy is anomalously large at a grid plane
because of a trace misalignment or other measurement difficulty, the effect is offset by the grid
depression. There are no grid exclusions in the current FQ Surveillance TS.
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In the new formulation, grid region exclusions are probably not necessary for two reasons:

1. Future core models may model the grids. Consequently, the grid depressions will be present in the
analytical power shapes, much as they are currently in the measured power shapes.

2. Even if the grids are not included in the model, trace alignment is generally good and the
measured Fxy values will be accurate.

With respect to this second point, Figures 4-1 through 4-7 show measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) values
from flux maps for six different plants. Figures 4-1 through 4-4 are for BOL, while Figures 4-5 through
4-7 are for EOL. Note that for Figures 4-1 through 4-6 there are no significant irregularities in these
curves that would indicate serious trace alignment issues, i.e., there is no indication of an Fxy point that is
significantly offset from its neighboring points that would indicate a local trace alignment anomaly. In
general, the Fxy(z) values are well-behaved in the central core region outside of the standard exclusion
zone (top and bottom 15% of the core).

Figure 4-7, however, does exhibit evidence of trace alignment issues. The large spikes in Fxy at locations
near the P(z) grid depressions imply that one or more traces were sufficiently misaligned such that
detector readings outside or nearly outside the grid region were misaligned into the radial planes of the
grids. The anomalous increases in Fxy(z) at these locations are large, on the order of 6%.

If trace alignment issues were to occur, they would generally be apparent and correctable using the core
monitoring software. However, while Fxy measurement issues are likely to be infrequent and
inconsequential, especially if future core models model the grid depressions, it is judged to be appropriate
to exclude the grid regions from surveillance to avoid even the rare instance of an anomalous
measurement that could lead to an anomalous FQ violation. Because the axial power shape is depressed at
the grid locations, these axial planes will not lead the core, i.e., there will always be a core radial plane
above or below a grid plane that has a higher FQ(z). Consequently, the standard Fxy measurement
exclusions employed in Technical Specification 3.2.1A in Reference 1 will be retained in the Bases of the
improved FQ TS. These exclusions are the following:

a. Lower core region, from 0% to 15% inclusive
b. Upper core region, from 85% to 100% inclusive
c. Grid plane regions, d 2% inclusive
d. Core plane regions, within ± 2% of the bank demand position of the control banks

These percent values refer to the percent of core height. Note that the top and bottom 15% exclusion
zones are typical. The exclusion zone is set on a cycle specific basis to ensure that the limiting margin
location is surveilled. Thus, for a specific operating cycle, exclusion zones smaller than 15% may be
specified.
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4.5 CRUD INDUCED POWER SHIFT CONSIDERATIONS

A central attribute of the FQ Surveillance methodology is the characterization of non-equilibrium core
behavior using analytical factors. For the current FQ Surveillance formulation, this factor is W(z). For the
improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation, this factor is T(z). Both of these factors characterize the
transient core peaking factor behavior relative to a reference core state. Use of these factors is only
necessary because FQ Surveillance is periodic, occurring about once a month throughout the operating
cycle. A few plants have implemented continuous FQ surveillance. For such plants, these analytical factors
are not needed (when continuous monitoring is operable) since FQ(z) is monitored continuously during
both equilibrium and non-equilibrium operation.

The calculation of T(z) or W(z) involves performing power shape analyses using an analytical model of
the core. Thus, there is a necessary assumption in this methodology that the analytical model is a
reasonable representation of the core. Low power physics testing and startup power distribution
measurements are used to confirm that the core is operating consistent with expectations and has been
loaded properly. Consequently, upon completion of this testing, there is high confidence that the core
model and the actual core are in good agreement.

Prediction and measurement, however, do not always agree perfectly. As discussed earlier, W(z) factors
for RAOC plants are sensitive to differences between the measured and predicted surveillance power
shape, typically characterized by the AAO value, because the predicted power shape appears in the
denominator of the W(z) expression. This term has been eliminated in the T(z) formulation. As a
consequence, the improved formulation is insensitive to the kind of normal AO differences that are
typically observed. Measured and predicted surveillance power shapes may show differences for many
reasons, particularly in the early stages of a cycle. The previous cycle core model is typically depleted
assuming a constant power level of 100% RTP, a constant nominal inlet temperature, and with all control
rods fully withdrawn. Actual plant operation.frequently differs from these idealized conditions. Plant
startups are typically modeled as attaining 100% RTP instantaneously with all control rods fully
withdrawn, while the actual core undergoes an ascent to power over a period of a few days, typically with
some control rod insertion at-reduced power levels. Similarly, differences between core modeling and
actual operation may occur at the end of a cycle during a coastdown, where the core power level, coolant
temperature, and control rod position assumed in the core model may differ from actual plant operation.
These operational differences may lead to differences in the axial burnup distribution between the core
and the model, and such differences can cause either positive or negative AAO deviations to occur.

Occasionally, deviations between measured and predicted steady state power shapes have occurred
beyond those attributable to differences in the axial bumup distribution due to past operation. One cause
that has been identified in the past for early cycle negative AAO is called Integral Fuel Burnable Absorber
(IFBA)-induced power shift, which is also known as Axial Offset Deviation (AOD). AOD is characterized
by a AAO more negative than -3% at the beginning of a cycle, which decreases with depletion of the
burnable absorber material. The cause of AOD has been determined to be a redistribution of some of the
ZrI 2 material on the IFBA rods during the pellet loading process. After the first several months of
operation, the measured axial offset recovers and eventually becomes slightly more positive than
predicted. By the end of cycle, the measured axial offset is again close to the predicted value since the
ZrB 2 of the IFBA coated rods is almost completely depleted. Improvements have been made in the IFBA
rod pellet loading process and to the Westinghouse core design process, so that fewer cores experience
AOD and the instances of AOD are less severe.
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These kinds of differences, while affecting the steady state power shape, do not significantly affect the
range of transient power shapes for a RAOC core. In other words, the denominator of the RAOC W(z)
expression, which includes the steady state P(z), can be significantly affected, but the numerator, which
includes the maximum transient P(z), is not. This was discussed in Section 3.1 (see Figures 3-3 to 3-5).

]a,c

The following attributes can indicate that a core is experiencing or could experience CIPS:

1. AAO is more negative than 3% typically starting at cycle burnups between 4,000 and
8,000 MWD/MTU, although manifestation of CIPS later in the cycle is also possible. Figure 4-8
shows the AO behavior of a typical CIPS core.

2. Analysis of sub-cooled boiling rates indicates that the cycle is at risk for CIPS.

3. Examination of axial flux traces for high power feed or once-burned fuel assemblies shows
evidence of flux depressions below upper grid spans.

4. There is an indication of lithium return to the coolant following a power reduction.

5. The previous cycle experienced CIPS, and the fuel management for the operating cycle is not
significantly different from the fuel management used last cycle.
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Improvements to the Westinghouse core design process have made it possible to evaluate the potential for
CIPS in a reload cycle and to develop core designs and operating strategies that have significantly
reduced the incidence and magnitude of CIPS. Furthermore, CIPS develops slowly and has a
characteristic AAO signature making it relatively easy to detect. In light of this, it is proposed that, should
CIPS occur, the effect of CIPS on transient FQ margin should be addressed in a timely fashion, e.g., within
several weeks of the observed onset. This is proposed rather than the application of generic CIPS penalty
factors that are a function of AAO. This approach is judged to be reasonable based on the following:

1. Cores are screened for CIPS as part of the core design process.

2. CIPS is a slowly developing phenomenon and has a characteristic AAO signature so that it is
reasonably obvious when it is occurring.

3. It is very unlikely that minimum transient FQ margin estimates will be affected even if CIPS
occurs.

4. Plants generally have some margin to the FQ limit that could accommodate CIPS effects, if
necessary.

5. Plants rarely operate in a manner that would challenge FQ limits.

6. Plants have continued to improve primary water chemistry operating practices to reduce the
source of crud. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) has increased focus on the
chemistry area in the last 5 years; therefore, more plants are adopting industry best practices in
the chemistry area. Thus, the incidence of CIPS is decreasing.

In conclusion, if CIPS develops, there is potential for the COLR T(z) factors to be affected, especially in
the middle region of the core. However, given that CIPS develops slowly and characteristically, it is
proposed that its effects on peaking factor be evaluated in a timely fashion following its observed onset.
Appropriate modifications to the COLR T(z) factors and changes to the core operating space can then be
determined to ensure that future non-equilibrium operation will not challenge limits.
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Table 4-1 FRc(Z, Psr) Values at BOL for a Range of Relative Powers

Note:
I. Values are applicable for the initial ascension to full power for burnups less than or equal to 150 MWD/MTU.

a,c

I
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Table 4-2 Fpc(z, Ps,,,) Values at BOL for a Range of Relative Powers
a,c

Note:
1. Values are applicable for the initial ascension to full power for burnups less than or equal to 150 MWD/MTU.
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Table 4-3 Method 4: Axy(z) Values at BOL for a Relative Power of 1.0
a,c
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Table 4-4 Method 4: Axy(z) Values at BOL for a Relative Power of 0.9
a,c
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Table 4-5 Method 4: Ax,(z) Values at BOL for a Relative Power of 0.8

a,c
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Table 4-6 Method 4: Axy(z) Values at BOL for a Relative Power of 0.7

a,c
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Figure 4-1 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant A at BOL
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Figure 4-2 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant B at BOL
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Figure 4-3 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant C at BOL
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Figure 4-4 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant D at BOL
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Figure 4-5 Measured Fxv(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant E near EOL
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Figure 4-6 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant C near EOL
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Figure 4-7 Measured Fxy(z), FQ(z), and P(z) for Plant F near EOL
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Figure 4-8 Measured and Predicted Axial Offset for a Typical CIPS Core
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5 IMPROVED RAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

In this section, the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification will be discussed in detail.
This TS would replace Technical Specification 3.2. 1B of Reference 1, "Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor
FQ(z) (RAOC - W(z) Methodology)." Methodology additions necessary to support this TS are
discussed. The proposed text for the TS and Bases is provided in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Note that the Improved CAOC FQ Surveillance TS is very similar to the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance
TS. The improved CAOC FQ TS is discussed in Section 8.

5.1 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO 3.2.1)

The LCO for the improved version of the RAOC FQ TS is the same as for the current FQ TS. It specifies
that FQ(z), as approximated by FQC(z) and FQW(z), shall be within the limits specified in the COLR. As
discussed in Section 3.1, FQC(z) is just the equilibrium FQ(z) at the surveillance condition with appropriate
uncertainties included.

For the improved FQ TS, FQW(z) is defined as follows:

FW'(z) *[T()]CoL- * AxY(Z) * [FX*(z)], * UF

F'(z) =-[(z)C * * (z)] * * *UF
0.5

for P'S" > 0.5

for P"", < 0.5

(5-1)

(5-2)

Therefore, F•'(z) is the "measured" transient FQ(z) scaled by the 1/PrSe or 1/0.5 factor from the FQ limit
expression for PrS't > 0.5 and PrS,' < 0.5, respectively. In (5-1) and (5-2), the Rj factor has been
introduced. This analytical factor, briefly discussed in subsection 3.2.5, accounts for potential increases in
the FQW(z) between surveillances. Additional discussion of Rj is provided in Section 5.5.

Using these definitions, we can rewrite the FQ Surveillance limit expressions (4-26) and (4-27) for the
improved formulation as follows:

CFQ*K(z) W
pISIS Ž F6 (z)Prel

CFQ*K(z) >_ FQ'(z)
0.5

for Pe,' > 0.5

for P,1 <- 0.5

(5-3)

(5-4)

FQC(z) and FQW(z) are compared to the same limit, which is a function of power level and is specified in
the COLR. This LCO is unchanged in the improved version of the FQ Technical Specification. Only the
definition of F•w(z) has changed.
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5.2 REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR CONDITION A: FQC(Z) NOT WITHIN LIMIT

As discussed in subsection 3.2.2, when FQC(z) exceeds the limit, the core is in an unanalyzed state
following the performance of the Surveillance (SR 3.2.1.1) in that the current peak power density in the
core is greater than the maximum value assumed in the safety analyses. The Required Actions and
Completion Times for the improved version of the RAOC FQ TS are as follows:

1. Reduce THERMAL POWER > 1% RTP within 15 minutes for each 1% FQC(z) exceeds the limit
(Required Action A. 1).

2. Reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux - High trip setpoint (Required Action A.2) by
>: 1% within 72 hours for each 1% that THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED
THERMAL POWER by Required Action A. 1.

3. Reduce the Overpower AT trip setpoint (Required Action A.3) by _> 1% within 72 hours for
each 1% that THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER by Required
Action A. 1.

4. Perform surveillances on FQc(z) and FQW(z) (Required Action A.4) prior to increasing THERMAL
POWER above the limit of Required Action A. 1.

Required Action A. 1 ensures that the core FQ is consistent with the maximum power density assumptions
of the LOCA analysis. By reducing power by 1%, the FQ * Power value, which is proportional to the
power density, will decrease by approximately 1% as well. As noted in subsection 3.2.2, however, the
likelihood of FQC(z) exceeding its limit is very remote.

The second and third Required Actions ensure that setpoints are reduced to protect fuel melt and departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB) limits for a Condition II event. These conservative actions are justified since
the core is operating with a local power density that is significantly higher than expected. The
consequences of off-normal power shapes could potentially exceed the consequences evaluated as part of
the core safety evaluation.

The final Required Action simply ensures that all limits are met prior to increasing core power above the
reduced limit of the first Required Action.

5.3 REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR CONDITION B: FQw(Z) NOT WITHIN LIMIT

The Required Actions for Condition B in the improved RAOC FQ TS are different relative to the current
FQ TS. If FQW(z) is not within its limit, it will be required to:

1. Within 4 hours, implement a RAOC operating space specified in the COLR that restores FQW(z)
to within its limits (Required Action B. 1).

OR
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2. Within 4 hours, limit THERMAL POWER to less than RATED THERMAL POWER and reduce
AFD limits as specified in the COLR (Required Action B.2. 1).

Required Action B. 1 permits the implementation of a new RAOC operating space to restore margin if
FQW(z) is not within its limit. A RAOC operating space is a unique combination of AFD limits and
Control Bank Insertion Limits. The COLR will include one or more RAOC operating spaces. The number
of RAOC operating spaces to be included in the COLR will be determined by the utility in conjunction
with the core designers. Each RAOC operating space will be pre-analyzed using the approved RAOC
analysis methods of Reference 5. T(z) values will be generated for each RAOC operating space and
included in the COLR in the same way that W(z) values are provided for the current FQ TS. In the current
FQ TS, there is a presumption that reducing AFD limits will provide the necessary margin improvement.
In the improved FQ TS, however, the margin improvement can be directly confirmed using the T(z)
factors. This will be a very straightforward process and will be discussed in Section 5.5, which discusses
the Surveillance Requirements for FQW(z).

When FQW(z) exceeds its limit, Required Action B.2.1 may be implemented instead of Required
Action B. 1. Required Action B.2.1 limits thermal power to less than RTP by the amount specified in the
COLR. It also requires reductions in the AFD limits by the amount specified in the COLR. If the RAOC
operating spaces specified in the COLR are insufficient to ensure margin to the FQW(z) limit, then
Required Action B.2.1 must be entered and thermal power must be reduced to less than the thermal power
limit specified in the COLR. Also, AFD limits must be reduced by the amounts specified in the COLR.

The required limits on thermal power and the required reductions in the AFD limits for Required
Action B.2.1 will be determined using the standard RAOC methodology of Reference 5. RAOC power
distribution analyses will be performed assuming discrete maximum power levels and specific reduced
AFD limits. In a sense, this is analogous to defining another RAOC operating space with maximum
thermal power as an additional attribute of the operating space. Analysis of this operating space can
quantify an expected margin improvement achieved through reduction in the maximum power level and
the AFD operating space. Section 6 will present sample results of these analyses.

]a,c

This margin improvement assessment method for power reduction assumes that the core models provide a
reasonable basis for determining the axial location of the minimum margin in the actual core. This is a
reasonable assumption since the minimum transient FQ margin axial location is largely determined by the
T(z) functions, which characterize the maximum transient P(z) and are entirely analytical. If FQW(z)
exceeds its limit, the cause will be measured radial peaking factors that exceed the predicted radial
peaking factors assumed in the analysis. The causes of these peaking factor differences could be, for
example, unexpected core tilts or underprediction of the hot assembly relative power. In this case, the
minimum FQW(z) margin will decrease but its axial location will not be appreciably different. Effectively,
FQW(z) will be scaled higher by the larger measured radial peaking factors.
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As a practical matter, the number of discrete reduced power level evaluations included in the COLR will
be limited to three or less, although an individual utility may opt for additional evaluation levels. In the
sample analysis presented in Section 6, evaluations were performed for 95% and 90% RTP. If the required
margin improvement exceeds the level of any pre-analyzed thermal power limit, the COLR will specify
that thermal power should be limited to < 50% RTP. This is prudent since it means that a very large and
unusual core anomaly is present. Such a core anomaly should be evaluated extensively with respect to
continued operation at high power levels. It is likely that other TS, such as the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor TS, would also require a power level reduction in the presence of such a large anomaly.

If Required Action B.2.1 is entered, the improved RAOC FQ TS also requires the following:

1. Within 72 hours, reduce Power Range Neutron Flux - High trip setpoints _> 1% for each 1% that
THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER (Required Action B.2.2).

2. Within 72 hours, reduce Overpower AT trip setpoints > 1% for each 1% that THERMAL POWER
is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER (Required Action B.2.3).

These actions are consistent with the current FQ TS whenever a reduction in the maximum allowable
power is specified. They are conservative measures that provide protection against the consequences of
Condition II transients in light of the larger local peaking factors that resulted in FQW(z) exceeding its
limit.

Finally, the last Required Action for Condition B is the following:

3. Prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the limit of Required Action B.2.1, perform SR
3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 (Required Action B.2.4).

This Required Action is essentially the same as in the current FQ TS except that the Completion Time has
been specifically tied to Required Action B.2. 1, which specifies the required limit on thermal power.

The Required Action for Condition C, "Required Action and Completion Time not met," is unchanged in
the improved RAOC FQ TS. The Required Action is to be in MODE 2 within 6 hours.

5.4 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FQC(Z)

In the improved FQ TS, the Surveillance Requirements for FQc(z) are very similar to the Surveillance
Requirements in the current FQ Technical Specification. In the improved FQ TS, SR 3.2.1.1 will require
verification that FQc(z) is within its limit. The Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.1 will specify that FQC(z) must be
verified to be within its limit as follows:

a. Once after each refueling prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10%
RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQC(z) was last verified; and

c. 31 EFPD thereafter; or
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d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

These Frequencies permit power escalation following a refueling to no more than 75% RTP prior to
performance of the first verification of FQC(z). They also require verification following large power level
increases and periodically throughout the operating cycle. Together, these three Frequencies are
unambiguous and appropriately verify FQC(z) during the initial power escalation and throughout the entire
operating cycle until the next refueling outage. As discussed in subsection 3.2.4, the note modifying
SR 3.2.1.1 has been eliminated. Also, the second Frequency has been increased from 12 to 24 hours. This
Frequency of 24 hours is contained in some plant Technical Specifications and is a reasonable time period
in which to perform this verification given the extremely small likelihood of limiting power shapes or
limiting design basis events occurring prior to completion of the surveillance.

5.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FQw(Z)

SR 3.2.1.2 requires verification that FQW(z) is within its limit. This is unchanged in the improved FQ TS.
As discussed in subsection 3.2.5, however, the Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.2 are changed relative to the
current FQ TS. The new Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.2 specify that FQW(z) must be verified to be within its
limit as follows:

a. Once after each refueling within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after
THERMAL POWER exceeds 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10%
RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQW(z) was last verified; and

c. 31 EFPD thereafter; or

d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

The Frequencies in a. and b. are changed relative to the current FQ TS.

In the current FQ TS Frequency, the initial verification of FQW(z) following a refueling must occur prior to
exceeding 75% power. In the improved FQ TS, the initial verification must occur within 24 hours after
achieving equilibrium after THERMAL POWER exceeds 75% RTP. This Frequency is contained in some
plant Technical Specifications with 12 hours specified instead of 24 hours.

As discussed briefly in subsection 3.2.5, this change is justified for the following reasons:

1. Initial startups following a refueling are slow and tightly controlled due to startup ramp rate
limitations and fuel conditioning requirements. Consequently, the initial startup following a
refueling will not result in non-equilibrium power shapes that could challenge the FQW(Z) limit.

2. Core power distribution measurements and physics testing performed at low powers (<50% RTP)
confirm that the core is loaded properly and provide assurance that the core is operating
consistent with expectations.
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3. Surveillances at low power levels can be challenging with respect to obtaining an accurate
transient FQ margin assessment. This was discussed in Section 3.1. The improved FQ Surveillance
formulation for RAOC plants mitigates this concern to some extent by largely eliminating
sensitivity to AAO. Performing this initial verification after exceeding 75% power, however,
ensures that the surveillance will be performed with appropriate steady state peaking factors
measured at or near the power level and core conditions where future non-equilibrium operation
has the potential for challenging fuel limits.

Power levels of <75% RTP are typically non-limiting for minimum transient FQW(z) margin because of
the increase in the FQ limit with reduced power. The new Frequency will ensure that verification of FQW(z)
is performed prior to extended non-equilibrium operation at power levels where the maximum permitted
peak linear heat rate could be challenged. If the surveillance indicates that future non-equilibrium
operation could challenge the limit, the Required Actions in the improved FQ TS will provide appropriate
compensatory measures to ensure that the LCO will be met during such operation.

The second Frequency was increased from 12 to 24 hours consistent with the change made to SR 3.2.1.1.
Again, this Frequency is contained in some plant Technical Specifications.

As discussed in subsection 3.2.5, the note modifying SR 3.2.1.2 has been eliminated. The intent of this
note in the current FQ TS is to account for potential increases in FQW(z) between surveillances, which
could be a month apart if the core is operating at RTP. It requires application of the greater of a 1.02 factor
or a factor specified in the COLR whenever measurements indicate that the maximum value of
FoC(z)/K(z) has increased. Alternatively, SR 3.2.1.2 must be repeated once per 7 EFPD until FQW(z) is
within limits with the penalty factor applied or two successive flux maps indicate that FQC(z)/K(z) has not
increased.

In the improved FQ TS, the required penalty factor, Rj, is always applied, regardless of the trend in
previous measurements. The Rj penalty factor is now simply part of the definition of FQW(z) (see
expressions (5-1) and (5-2)) and is determined in the same manner as for the current FQ TS (Reference 5).
The COLR will provide the required penalty factors as a function of cycle bumup. Required penalty
factors will be provided for each ROS. When margin is predicted to increase in the upcoming operating
period, the COLR will indicate a penalty factor of 1.0, i.e., no penalty. A penalty factor greater than 1.0
will be required whenever the minimum margin to the FoW(z) limit is predicted to decrease in the
upcoming period.

In the current FQ TS, the application of the penalty factor for the next operating period is predicated upon
an increase in the measured value of FQC(z)/K(z) over the previous operating period.. While a change in
measured FoC(z)/K(z) is a good figure of merit for margin changes, the improved F0 TS is more
appropriate and rigorous since future decreases in margin are the relevant concern and are directly
employed in determining whether a penalty is necessary. This avoids any lag in the application of the
penalty factor caused by the requirement for two successive measurements, which could be a month or
more apart, to indicate a decrease in margin. Therefore, the revised note will better capture the expected
trend of the margin based on predictions. By eliminating the note, however, the option to perform more
frequent surveillances in lieu of applying the penalty factor is also eliminated. It will be necessary to
demonstrate that the LCO is met with the COLR Rj factor applied. If the LCO is not met, then the
Required Actions must be performed to restore margin. The current FQ TS, requires a minimum penalty of
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2% regardless of the magnitude of the increase in measured FQC(z)/K(z). In the improved FQ TS, there is
no minimum penalty factor for periods of decreasing margin. The penalty factor will be consistent with
the predicted margin trends. This eliminates the problem of trivial changes in margin requiring a 2%
penalty.

The magnitude of the penalty factor included in the COLR is an analytical quantity independent of
measurement. Consequently, the current methods used to determine this penalty remain appropriate.
Reference 5 does not provide many methodology details with respect to calculation of these penalty
factors. The current method used to calculate them is briefly described in the following.

II

Ia~c

II

]a,c

From (4-31), we have:

I I ac

(5-6)

Then:

[ acx (5-7)
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From (5-5), the minimum margin to the FQ limit at BUj will occur at the axial location where the ratio
F(W (z, BUj)/K(z) is maximized. Therefore:

I a,c (5-8)

I

]".C This is accomplished with the following ratio:

[ I a,c

(5-9)

The factor Rj can be used to account for the expected decrease in margin due to non-equilibrium
operation over the next EFPM. When applied to the measured F•¢ (z, BUj), the margin is decreased by the
maximum amount predicted over the next EFPM. If R1 is less than 1.0, the margin is expected to increase,
and a value of 1.0 would be indicated in the COLR for that burnup.

Note that the above discussion employs W(z) values calculated for the COLR reference condition
(HFP, ARO, EQXE). In this context, W(z) is simply used as a means of obtaining the predicted maximum
transient FQ(z)*Power at the particular burnup of interest. T(z) can been used to accomplish the same
purpose. From expression (4-33), we have the following:

I I a,c

(5-10)

Substituting into (5-7):

I
I ac

(5-11)

Consequently, W(z) factors or T(z) factors may be used to determine the analytical maximum transient
FQ*Power at the burnup of interest. Therefore, both factors may be used to determine Rj.

Values for Rj will be included in the COLR for each RAOC operating space. In generating the factors, it
will be assumed that an EFPM is equal to at least 31 EFPD, corresponding to the maximum surveillance
interval in SR 3.2.1.2. Values larger than 31 EFPD may be used for conservatism or to account for
permitted extensions of the surveillance time interval.
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During a surveillance, the margin improvement achievable by implementing a more restrictive RAOC
operating space can be easily determined as follows.

Suppose two RAOC Operating Spaces are specified in the COLR as ROS 1 and ROS2. From expression
(5-3), the percent margin (M) to the FQ limit can be determined for each ROS as follows:

CFQ*K(z)[F (Z)J17__, - W ( •ROS1
MROS1 (Z) = rc5 * 100% for PSt > 0.5

CFQ-K(z)[FWz
''1-5 e Q *0 frpSS, > 0.5

MROS2(Z) CFQ-K(z) 100% rP 0

Prel

Therefore, the margin improvement for ROS2 relative to ROS 1 is simply:

(5-12)

(5-13)

MROS2 (Z) - MROS1 (z) = [FQC(z)]•p-[F'(z)Rs 100%
- C(Q.K()) * 10

Prel

Using (5-1), this becomes:

for P;• > 0.5 (5-14)

MRos2 (z) - MRosl (z)
Axy(Z) * [Fx(Z)] * UF

P e1s
CFQ * K(z)

PeS,
{[T(z) * R [T(z) * ",¢OLRI

for Prt > 0.5* 100% (5-15)

After simplification, expression (5-15) becomes:

MROS2 (z) - MROS ) (Z)
{[Q * _K(z)] U COLR _ 1 COLR.Ax(Z *[Fr()]Surv * F * r[(z) -JR~ [r(z) 100

CFQ * K(z)* jRS *RIR2 (5-16)

Because the surveillance power level, Prsl1 , cancels out, expression (5-16) is applicable to all surveillance
power levels. Expression (5-16) indicates that the margin improvement between two RAOC operating
spaces is easily determined from the difference in the applicable T(z)*Rj values.

In a similar way, it is straightforward to show, using (5-1), that the percent change in F((z) between two
RAOC operating spaces is given by the following:

Q- [F (z)IRos 2  [T(z) *100%[F•(Z)]ROS 1 * 100% = 1 [T(z) * COLR 00%W COLR (5-17)
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Consequently, the percent improvement in F,'(z) for two RAOC operating spaces is simply a function of
the ratio of the applicable T(z)* Rj values. When [FW'(z)IRosl is approximately equal to the FQ limit, as

would be the case if the surveillance challenged the limit, expressions (5-16) and (5-17) will give
approximately the same result. In other words, the margin improvement relative to the FQ limit and the
improvement in F•'(z) will be about the same.
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6 EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF IMPROVED RAOC FQ
SURVEILLANCE

In this section, the formulation and methods for the Improved RAOC FQ Surveillance and TS will be
applied to a reload core design and an actual surveillance flux map. The core design employed is a typical
four-loop, 18 month cycle core design. The same reload core was used for the discussions in Sections 3
and 4. This core is the "Plant A" core in Figure 4-1.

This section will present the RAOC operating spaces chosen for inclusion in the COLR, the analytical
transient FQ(z)*Power results for each operating space, the corresponding T(z) functions, the Axy(z)
factors for use during a startup surveillance, the Rj factors that account for increases in the transient FQ(z)
between surveillances, and the power level and AFD reduction requirements for Required Action B.2. 1. In
the last section, the T(z) functions will be employed to determine FQw(z) for an actual BOL flux map.

6.1 RAOC OPERATING SPACES

The choice and number of RAOC operating spaces to be included in the COLR will need to be a subject
of discussion at the reload core design initialization meeting conducted for each core design to establish
the core design and operational requirements for the next reload cycle. It should only be necessary to
include two or three operating spaces in the COLR. Some utilities may opt to include just a single ROS.
In this case, if a surveillance shows that FQW(z) exceeds its limit, Required Action B.2.1 would require a
reduction in the maximum allowable power as well as a reduction in the AFD limits. These required
reductions would be specified in the COLR. The benefit of having multiple ROSs in the COLR is to
obviate the need to reduce power by instead reducing the operating space. In this way, the improved FQ
TS is similar to the current F0 TS.

For this sample analysis, three RAOC operating spaces were analyzed. The operating spaces were chosen
to ensure that the two more restrictive operating spaces provided significant margin improvements at all
core elevations where transient FQ margin could possibly be limiting. ROS 1 is the "reference" RAOC
operating space. ROS2 employs a smaller AFD operating space than ROS 1, but the same RILs. ROS3
employs the same smaller AFD operating space as ROS2, but also employs slightly shallower RILs. In
terms of minimum transient margin, ROS 1 has the least margin while ROS3 has the most. As the
following figures show, ROS3 provides margin improvement in the central core region.

Figure 6-1 shows the AFD operating spaces for ROS 1, ROS2, and ROS3. The AFD limits for ROS2 and
ROS3 are reduced by 5% AFD relative to the ROS1 AFD limits. Figure 6-2 shows the RILs for ROSI and
ROS2. Figure 6-3 gives the ROS3 RILs. The RILs for ROS3 have been raised by 22 steps (about
14 inches) relative to the RILs for ROS I and ROS2. Each control bank was raised the same number of
steps so that the tip-to-tip distance between banks remained the same.
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6.2 TRANSIENT FQ(Z)*POWER RESULTS

In a typical RAOC analysis, power shapes are generated at three or four cycle burnups and at three
different power levels. For this sample analysis, power shapes were generated at cycle burnups of 150,
4000, 12000, and 20000 MWD/MTU and power levels of 100% RTP, 75% RTP, and 50% RTP.

Figures 6-4 through 6-7 show the maximum transient FQ(z)*Power values calculated at each of the four
cycle burnups, respectively, for each of the three operating spaces. As the figures show, ROS2 and ROS3
provide significant margin benefits because of their reduced AFD operating space. ROS3 provides
additional benefit in the central core region because of its shallower control bank insertion limits.

]a8C

6.3 [T(Z)ICOLR VAIUES

[T(z)]COLR values were determined for each ROS and each analyzed cycle burnup. The [T(z)]cOLR
values were calculated from the [W(z)]COLR functions using expression (4-33). Equivalently, expression
(4-30) could have been used. Use of expression (4-33) was convenient for this exercise since both the
[W(z)]COLR functions and the [P(z)]Ref power shapes were readily available.

The core models used in this sample analysis did not include explicit modeling of the grids. Consequently,
as discussed in Section 4.2, a grid factor was included in the [T(z)]cOLR values to account for the small
additional power peaking that occurs in the spans between the grids. This factor is not included in the
W(z) functions because the grid effects are captured in the measured steady state FQ(z).

Figures 6-8 through 6-11 give the [T(z)]cOLR values for each operating space and, respectively, for each
cycle burnup considered. Tabular values are given in Tables 6-1 through 6-4. Note that the [T(z)]cOLR

values are 0.0 for the top and bottom 8% of the core. These are the exclusion zones selected for this core.
The standard 15% top and bottom exclusion zones were not used because the limiting margin location at
EOL is at about 12% above the bottom of the active fuel. Verification of FQW(z) is not required in the
exclusion zones. The exclusion zones are chosen for the particular core so as to ensure that the limiting
margin axial location is surveilled.
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6.4 Axy(Z) VALUES FOR INITIAL POWER ASCENSION

As discussed in Section 4.3, the Axy(z) factors adjust the measured Fxy(z) for consistency with the
reference core conditions used to generate the COLR T(z) values. The vast majority of surveillances are
performed at high power conditions during the operating cycle with control rods nearly fully withdrawn.
For these surveillances, the Axy(z) will generally be very close to 1.0 at nearly all elevations and, in
particular, at elevations where transient FQ margin is likely to be limiting. Furthermore, for the particular
core used in this example, ample transient FQ margin is anticipated. This is evident from the FQ(z)*Power
plots in Figures 6-4 though 6-7. Therefore, an assumption of Axy(z) equal to 1.0 is reasonable.

Section 4.3 presented values of these Axy(z) factors for the initial power ascension calculated using two
different methods. Method 3 assumed that the Fpc(z) and FRc(z) subfactors of Axy(z) were separable.
These subfactor values were presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-2. In Tables 4-3 through 4-6, pre-calculated
values of Axy(z) were determined using Method 4 for various surveillance power levels and control rod
positions. The values in Tables 4-3 through 4-6 were tabulated for the axial mesh of the 3D core model
used to calculate them. Tables 6-5 through 6-8 present these factors interpolated to the surveillance axial
mesh, which for this core consists of 61 evenly spaced axial points. In these tables, Axy(z) was set to 0.0
for the top and bottom exclusion zones.

Tables 6-5 through 6-8 present these Axy(z) values as they might appear in the COLR. Obviously, this
method is somewhat awkward given the large number of values that must be pre-calculated and the need
to determine appropriate values for intermediate power levels and rod positions.

A convenient method for determining these factors is Method 2 using expression (4-35). In this method,
the factors are not included in the COLR. Instead, they are determined for the specific surveillance
conditions at the time of the surveillance using an approved 3D core model. In this example analysis, this
is the method that will be used.

Section 6.6 will describe the application of this improved FQ Surveillance formulation to a specific flux
map. The flux map was taken at a cycle burnup of 221 MWD/MTU. The core relative power was 0.999,
and the D-Bank location was 228 SWD. Table 6-9 gives the Axy(z) values determined using Method 2
and interpolated to the surveillance axial positions. In this case, the flux map was taken at core conditions
that are nearly the same as the reference core conditions. Consequently, the Axy(z) values are nearly equal
to 1.0 (within about 0.1%), indicating that, for this particular surveillance, essentially no adjustment of the
measured radial peaking factors is necessary for consistency with the reference conditions assumed for
the COLR T(z) values.

6.5 POWER AND AFD REDUCTIONS

As discussed in Section 5.3, if no ROS included in the COLR provides the required margin improvement
when FQW(z) exceeds its limit, then Required Action B.2.1 and the COLR will specify limits on thermal
power and required reductions in AFD. Optionally, these reductions may be implemented instead of
employing a more restrictive ROS.

]ac The

minimum margin improvement relative to the reference analysis for that ROS will be determined. The
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value specified in the COLR will be the minimum margin improvement over the entire operating cycle.
Optionally, the COLR may tabulate the margin improvement as a function of cycle bumup.

Table 6-10 gives an example of the kind of information that will appear in the COLR with respect to
limits on thermal power and AFD reductions.

]a,C Similar limits are specified for the other RAOC

operating spaces.

The likelihood of any plant being required to reduce power due to FQW(z) exceeding its limit is very
remote. If such a situation developed, it would be due to a significant and unanticipated core anomaly or a
serious measurement issue. Obviously, any such development would require considerable scrutiny with
respect to its nature and future operation. The above power and AFD limits should be viewed as necessary
immediate measures to ensure safety limits are met for near term operation.

6.6 TRANSIENT FQ(Z) MARGIN DECREASE FACTORS

Section 5.5 described the methodology for calculating the Rj factors used to account for decreases in the
transient FQ margin between surveillances. For this example analysis, Rj factors were determined for each
ROS throughout the operating cycle using expression (5-9). In generating these factors, an EFPM was
conservatively assumed to be equal to 39 EFPD to allow for permissible extensions in the surveillance
interval. This is conservative since larger FQW(z)/K(z) increases are possible when a longer time span is
assumed until the next surveillance. Tables 6-11 through 6-13 provide the information that would be
included in the COLR with respect to these factors for each ROS.

6.7 EXAMPLE FLUX MAP APPLICATION

In this section, the transient FQW(z) margin will be determined for a specific flux map for each ROS using
the improved formulation. For comparison, corresponding values using the current FQ Surveillance
formulation will also be determined. The surveillance conditions for the flux map were briefly discussed
in Section 6.4. To reiterate, the flux map was taken at a cycle burnup of 221 MWD/MTU with a core
relative power of 0.999 and a D-Bank location of 228 SWD. Consequently, the flux map conditions are
very close to the reference conditions used in the generating the COLR W(z) and T(z) factors.

Table 6-14 gives the transient FQ(z) margin results for ROS 1 using the current formulation. Here FQ'(z)
was determined as follows:

Fw~) W~) 17~z * .[W(z)] COLR [Q()MQ Q) * zss * [F(z)l * 1.0815 * Rj (6-1)

This expression is just expression (3-8) modified using expression (3-15) and including the Rj factor to
account for margin decreases between surveillances. The typical 1.0815 value for UF has been used.
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The [W(z)]COL'R and Rj factors were interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup. Table 6-14 shows that
the minimum margin to the FQ limit was 10.5% and occurred at an elevation of 2.4 feet.

Table 6-15 gives the corresponding results for the improved formulation. Here, FQ (z) was determined
using the following expression:

FsW(Z) = [T(z)COLR * Axy(z) * [Fxy(z)]Murv * 1.0815 * RjpsS Su rV (6-2)

This is just expression (5-1) with 1.0815 used for UF. As with the current formulation, [T(z)] COLR and Rj
were interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup. The Axy(z) factors are from Table 6-9. As Table 6-15
shows, the minimum margin to the FQ limit was also 10.5% and occurred at an elevation of 7.4 feet.

Figure 6-12 plots the minimum margin versus elevation for ROS 1 for each formulation. Note that, in this
case, the minimum margin values for the two formulations are essentially the same. The axial location of
the minimum margin, however, is very different for the two formulations. Similar differences occurred for
ROS2 and ROS3. The transient FQ margin results for these operating spaces are shown in Figures 6-13
and 6-14, respectively. These were generated in the same way as in Tables 6-14 and 6-15, but using
[W(z)]COLR, [T(z) ]cOLR, and Rj factors appropriate for these operating spaces.

]a,c

]ax

For the flux map used in this example, the minimum transient FQ margin was not very different for the
two methods, but the axial location of the minimum margin was very different. If the AAO had been
larger that 2%, e.g., 4-5%, the margin differences between the two formulations would have been larger
as well with the new formulation exhibiting more margin. The new formulation will provide a more
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accurate assessment of both the magnitude and location of the minimum margin for RAOC plants when
there are differences between the measured and predicted axial power shapes.

The effects of the grid depressions are clearly evident in the margin curves for the current method (also in
the measured P(z) plot in Figure 6-15). In the current method, the grid depressions are captured via the

[FQ (z)],_ term in expression (6-1). The curves for the improved method do not reflect the grid

depressions because the core model used to generate the T(z) factors did not explicitly model the grids.
Instead the additional peaking in the spans between the grids was accounted for via a grid factor, which
was included in the T(z) values. Future core models may include the grids; therefore, their effects will be
directly incorporated into the T(z) factors. In this way, the margin assessment for the improved
formulation will also reflect the grid depressions.

Finally, it is important to note the relative margin differences exhibited by the three RAOC operating
spaces. [

This particular core has ample margin at this surveillance condition for ROS 1. If, however, margin were
needed, the ROS2 or ROS3 operating spaces would have likely provided sufficient margin improvement
to preclude the need for a power reduction.
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Table 6-1 IT(z)] COLR Values at 150 MWD/MTU 11c

1 t

*1 t 1

*1 1 1

*1 i i

4 I

4 I

4 I 1

4 1 1

*1 1 I

*1 1 I

I 1 I

1 1 1

1 1 1

I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I I

I I

I I
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Table 6-2 [T(z)]cOLR Values at 4000 MWD/MTU a,c

a I I *
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Table 6-3 [T(z)]cOLR Values at 12000 MWD/MTU a,c

I I

t I I

1 I I

I I

I 4 4

I I I

I 4 4

I 4 4

1 4 4

1 4 4

1 4 I

1 4 4

1 4 4

I 4 4

I * 4

I 4 4

1 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

1 4 4

1 4 4
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Table 6-4 IT(z)]°COL Values at 20000 MWD/MTU a,c
I U I

I I U

4 1 I-

U U U

U U F

* U 4

U U 4

U U 4

U U 4

U U 4

U 1 4

U 1 4

1*

4 4 4

4 4 4.

4 4 4.

4 4 4.

4 4 4.

-t .t 1*

4 4 4.

i
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Table 6-5 Initial Power Ascension Axy(z) for Relative Power of 1.0 a,c
U

4 4 4 4 I

4 I 4 + 4 I

4 * 4 4 4 *

4 I 4 I. 4 I

4 4 1 4 4 I

4 I 1 4 4 4

4 1 4 4. 4 1

4 1 4 4- 4 1

4 I 4 4 + I

4 I 4 4. 4. I

4 I 4 4 4 4

4 1 ¶ 1. *1

4 1 4 4. 4 4

3 4 I 4 4. 4 4

4 I 4 4. 4 4

III I I

I I t 4
4 I I I 4 4

4 4 I I 4 4

4 4 I 1 4 4

4 4 I 1 4 4

4 4 I 1 4 4

4 4 1 1 4 4

4 4 I 1 4 4

4 4 I 1 4 4

4 I I I 4 4

4 I I 1 4 4

I 4 I I 1 4 4

I I i i
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Table 6-6 Initial Power Ascension Axy(z) for Relative Power of 0.90 a,c

__ ___ __ I __ __ __ I __ I __

4 4 4. 9 4 4 +

4 4 + I 4 4 4.

4 4 4. 1 4 4 4.

4 4 + I 4 4 4.

4 4 + 9 4 4 4.

4 4 4. .9 4 4 4.

4 4 4. 4 9 4 4.

4 4 4. 4 9 4 4.

4 4 4. 4 9 4 4.

4 4 4. 4 9 4 4

4 4 4. 4 9 4 4

4 9 4. 4 I 4 4

9 9 4- 4 9 4 4

9 9 4. .4 9 4 4

9 9 4. .9 9 9 4

9 9 4. .9 9 9 4

9 9 4. .4 9 9 4

9 9 1. .4 9 9 4

9 9 4 .4 .9 9 9

9 9 4 .4 .4 9 4

9 9 4 4. 4 9 9

9 9 4 4. 4 9 9

9 9 4 4. 4 9 9

I 9 4 4. 4 9 9

I 9 4 4. 4 I 9

9 9 4 4. 4. 1 9

9 9 4 4. 4. I 9

9 9 4 4. .4 .9 9

9 9 4 4. .4 .9 9

9 9 4 4. .4 .9 9

9 9 4 4. .4 .4 9

9 9 4 4. .4 .4 9

.9 9 4 4. .4 .4 9

.9 9 4 4. .4 ~9 9

.9 9 9 4. .4 .9 9

.4 9 4 4. .4 .4 9

.4 9 4 4. .4 .4 9

.4 9 4 4. 4. .4 9

.4 9 9 4. 4. .4 9

.4 -9 9 4. 4. .4 9

.4 .9 9 4. 4. .4 .9

4 .9 9 4. 4. .4 .9

4 4 9 4 4. 4 4

.4 .9 9 4 4. .4 4

.9 .9 9 1 .4 .4 .9

.9 .9 9 1 .4 .9

* I - I b * *
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Table 6-7 Initial Power Ascension Axy(z) for Relative Power of 0.80 a,c

I I I I I I I

I * * * I * * I

* * * * I t * *

I * * * I * * *

I I * * I I * *

I * * * I I I I

* * I * I I * *

I * * * I I * I

I * * * I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I * * * I I * *

I * * I I I * *

I I I I I I * *

* * I I I I I *

* * I I I I I *

I I I I I I I I

I I I 1 1 1 I I

I * I I 1 1 1 1

I I 1 1 1 1 I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I

I * I I I I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I
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Table 6-8 Initial Power Ascension Axy(z) for Relative Power of 0.70 a,c

4 4 1. 1. 1 1 1 .1
+ + + 4 4 4 * 4

4 + + 4 4 4 * 4

4 4 I 9 9 4

4 4 1 9 9 4

4 4 1 I 9 4

4 4 1. 1 I 9 4

4 4 4 1 1 9 9 4

4 t 4 1 I 9 4 4

4 4 4 1 I 9 4 4

4 4 4 1 I 9 4 4

4 4 4 I I 9 4 4

+ 4* 4. 4 I 9 4 4.

4. 4. 4. 4 9 9 4 4.

__ __ __ I __ I __ I __ __ __ __

4 4. 4 4 9 4 4 4

a a m I S S I
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Table 6-9 Axy(z) for Specific Flux Map Conditions a,c

_________________________________________________________________________________________ I
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Required THERMAL POWER Limits and AFD ReductionsTable 6-10
a,c

Note:
1. AFD reductions should be applied to both the positive and negative sides of the AFD operating space.

m
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Table 6-11 R. Margin Decrease Factors for ROS1

a,c

* 4 4

9 4 1*

9 4 4

9 4 4

9 4 +

* 4 4.

9 4 4-

* 4 +

* 4 4.

9 4 1-

9 4 1.

9 4 4.

9 4 4.

9 4 4

1 4 4

9 4 4

9 4 4

9 4 4

Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 6-12 1N Margin Decrease Factors for ROS2
ac

I I I
4. t

4. 4 4.

4. 4 4.

4. .t 4.

4. 4. 4.

4. 4. I.

4. 4. 4.

4. 4. 4.

4. 4. 4

4. 4 4

4. 4. I

Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 6-13 Rý Margin Decrease Factors for ROS3

I Y Y

I + 4

I 4. +

I 4. +

I 4. *1~

I 4. 4

I 4* *6*

I

Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 6-14 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for ROS1 - Current Method

_____ I _____ I ____ I _____ I ____ I ____ i _____ I ____

4 4 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 * 4 4 4 *

.4 f 4 4 4 4 4

.4 4 t t 4 4 t

.4 4 4 1 4 4

4 * I 4 4 4 I

.4 4 4 .4 4 4 4

.4 4 4 .4 4 4 I.

4 4 4 4 I 4 4

4 4 4 4 I 4 4

__ I ___ __ 1 ___ 11 __ ___ 1 __

4 I 4 4 4 I 4

1 .4 .4 .4 1 .4

4 I 4 4 4 I 4

4 I 4 4 4 4 4

4 4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4

4 1 4 4 4 4 4

4 I 4 .4 .4 .4 .4

4 1 .4 4 .4 .4 4

.4 4 .4 1 .4 4 .4

4 1 4 4 4 4 4

.4 4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4

4 I 4 4 4 4 4

4 I 4 4 4 4 4

.4 I .4 .4 .4 .4 .4

4 1 4 4 4 4 4

4 I 4 4 4 4 4

.4 1 4 4 4 4 4

.4 I .4 .4 .4 .4 .4

4 1 .4 4 4 4 4

Note:
1. Surveillance relative power level is 0.999.
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Table 6-15 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for ROS1 - Improved Method

+ 4 I + 4 4- 4 4 4

4- 4- 4 4- 4- 4- 4- 9 4

4. 4 1 4 4 4. 4 4 4

4. 4 I 4 4 4. 4 4 4

4 4 I + 4 4. 4 * I

4 4 I + 4 4. 4 9 I

I I f T I I I I r

*6- 4 I 4- 4 4. 4 9 I

4 4 1 4 4 4. 4 4 4

4- 4- 4 4- 4- 4- 4- 9 4

4 4 1 4 4 4. 4 4 4

4- 4- 1 4- 4- 4- 4- 4 4

4 4 1 4 4 4. 4 4 4

4 4 I + 4 4. 4 9 I

4 4 I 4 4 4. 4 9 4

4 .4 4 4- 4- 4- 4- 9 4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9 I

Note:
1. Surveillance relative power level is 0.999.
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a,c

Figure 6-1 RAOC Operating Space (ROS) AFD Limits
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a,c

Figure 6-2 RAOC Operating Space 1 and 2 Control Bank Insertion Limits
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a,c

Figure 6-3 RAOC Operating Space 3 Control Bank Insertion Limits
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a,c

Figure 6-4 RAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 150 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-5 RAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 4000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-6 RAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 12000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-7 RAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 20000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-8 IT(z)]COLR Factors for 150 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-9 [T(z)IcOLR Factors for 4000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-10 [T(z)]COLR Factors for 12000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-11 [T(z)]cOLR Factors for 20000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 6-12 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for ROS1
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a,c

Figure 6-13 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for ROS2
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a,c

Figure 6-14 Surveillance Transient F0 Margin Assessment for ROS3
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a,c

Figure 6-15 Measured and Predicted Axial Power Shape Comparison
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7 IMPROVED CAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE FORMULATION

Section 3 discussed the current FQ Surveillance formulation for RAOC and CAOC plants. This
formulation works well for CAOC plants since, as discussed in Section 3.1, the W(z) values are
insensitive to differences between measured and predicted axial power shapes. For CAOC plants, the
reference conditions used to establish the W(z) values should be the same conditions used to establish the
measured target axial offset, i.e., HFP, EQXE, with the lead control bank nearly fully withdrawn.
(Often, the CAOC target axial offset is established with the control bank inserted a small amount,
e.g., 5-10 steps, to the point where the differential rod worth permits some core reactivity adjustment for
inlet temperature control.) Furthermore, when the surveillance is performed, the core conditions should
closely correspond to the core conditions that would be used to establish the target axial offset. Under
these circumstances, the product of W(z) and the measured FQ(z) will accurately quantify the postulated
maximum transient FQ(z) for future non-equilibrium CAOC operation about that target AO even if the
measured and predicted axial power shapes are not in perfect agreement.

If, however, the surveillance is performed at core conditions that are significantly inconsistent with the
conditions used to establish the CAOC target, the resulting transient FQ margin assessment may not
accurately reflect the "true" transient FQ margin for operation about the "true" target AO. The improved
CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation derived in the following section will include an adjustment factor
analogous to the Axy(z) factors in the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation to adjust the
surveillance FQW(z) to the reference conditions used to establish the target AO.

7.1 DERIVATION OF THE IMPROVED CAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE
FORMULATION

From expressions (3-8) through (3-16), the basic equations for the transient FQ(z) for the current FQ
Surveillance formulation are as follows:

[W(z)] COLR
F -w (z) = ( F(Z) for Pr", > 0.5 (7-1)

F• (z) = [wwz)]C"R •Fc(z) for PSe, < 0.5 (7-2)
0.5 Q Z

where:

a~c (7-3)C
F(z) = [FQ(z)]f * UF (7-4)
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The limiting conditions for operation are:

CFQ ()>0

cr•K(z) > FQ'(z) for P, >0.5 (7-5)

CFQ K(z) > FQ•(z) for Pee'< 0.5 (7-6)
0.5

For the remainder of the derivation, we will assume Pr,', > 0.5 and then generalize at the end for all
surveillance power levels.

Inserting (7-1) into (7-5) gives the following:

CFQ [W(z)]COLR Fc (z) (7-7)-z'r* ~) >* F
Psse - ss ()(7)

Typically, the conditions used to determine the CAOC target AO are HFP, EQXE, and with the lead
control bank nearly fully withdrawn. For a given surveillance, suppose that the core conditions during the
measurement of F5 (z) are inconsistent with these target AO conditions. In this case, the surveillance
FQ(z) will not be exactly the same as the FQ(z) that would have been measured had the surveillance been
performed at conditions consistent with the natural target. The Fxy(z) values will be a little different
(probably a little larger). Also, the surveillance P(z) may be somewhat different than the natural target
P(z). The W(z) values will correctly account for the increases in P(z) due to transient operation about the
surveillance condition, but the surveillance may under- or over-estimate margin if the surveillance P(z) is
skewed relative to the natural target P(z). In other words, the W(z) values are valid, but the measured P(z)
is not exactly right, i.e., it is not the P(z) that would have been measured at the natural target core
conditions.

For example, suppose the surveillance conditions are 75% RTP with D-bank inserted 30 steps and an axial
offset that is a few percent more negative than the target axial offset. In this case the measured axial
power shape will be more bottom-skewed than the natural target axial power shape. As a consequence, the
transient FQ margin will be slightly smaller in the bottom of the core relative to the margin that would
have been measured had the surveillance been performed at the natural target core conditions. For the top
of the core, the opposite will be true; the measured margin will likely be larger than would have been
measured at the target conditions. Also, because the lead control bank is significantly inserted and the
core is at less than RTP, the measured Fxy(z) component of F4 (z) will likely be slightly larger than would
have been measured at the target conditions. Again, this will reduce margin.

This surveillance can be "adjusted" to the reference core conditions as follows:

[ ja~c(7-8)
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Here, [FQ (z)],ef is the predicted FQ(z) at the reference target AO conditions and [FQ (z)]p is the

predicted FQ(z) at the surveillance conditions. This ratio can be viewed as adjusting the measured FQ (z)

to the reference target AO conditions. Alternatively, the ratio can be viewed as adjusting the [W(z)]COLR

values to the surveillance condition. Effectively, the product:

[ Sa,c
(7-9)

is equal to the W(z) of expression (3-9). [

I a~c

Note that, after this correction, the measured target AO may still disagree with predicted target AO, i.e.,
the measured P(z) component of F• (z) may not be the same as the predicted P(z) component of

[FQ (z)]Ref. This, however, is acceptable. Capturing the effect of this axial "tilt" is an essential attribute of

the CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation. Similarly, the differences between measured and predicted radial
peaking factors will be captured. These differences, however, will be adjusted to be consistent with the
target AO core conditions.

For discussion purposes, this adjustment ratio will be referred to as AQ(z), i.e.,:

[ I a,c
(7-10)

Inserting this into (7-1) and (7-2):

FQW(z)= [W(Z)]COLR *4F (z)* AQ (z)

FQf (z) [W(zý)]COLR FQ (z) A Q (z)0.5

for P""s > 0.5

for P,., !5 0.5

(7-11)

(7-12)

When surveillances are performed at core conditions close to the core conditions corresponding to the
target AO measurement, AQ(z) will be very close to 1.0. This is usually the case.

Expression (7-11) and (7-12) do not include the Rj factor discussed in Section 5.5. This factor accounts
for expected increases in FQW(z) between required surveillances. With the inclusion of this factor, (7-11)
and (7-12) become:

FQj(z) = [w(z)]C°L" .FR(z) *RA(z) *RjpS (R for PV", > 0.5 (7-13)
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FQ'(z) = [W(z)]COLR * FQC(z) * AQ(z) * Rj for Pr", < 0.5 (7-14)

0.5

Expressions (7-5) and (7-6), the limiting conditions for operation, are unchanged for this improved
formulation.

7.2 CALCULATION OF W(Z) FACTORS

For CAOC plants, the general methods for determining the W(z) factors for the COLR are unchanged.
References 2, 3, and 4 describe the power shape analyses performed for CAOC plants, which involve
simulation of specific load follow scenarios. The load follow scenarios are simply a means of generating
representative xenon and power distributions for characterizing non-equilibrium operation within the
restricted operating space of CAOC. Part B of Reference 5 describes the calculation of the W(z) factors.
Expression (7-3) is used to generate W(z) values for the COLR. For a specific surveillance, these W(z)
values are divided by the surveillance power level, as indicated in expressions (7-13) and (7-14), for
consistency with the FQ limit at the surveillance power level.

In determining the W(z) factors (or T(z) factors for RAOC plants), ID or 3D core models may be used to
perform the power shape analyses. In the Westinghouse methodology, the ID core model currently
employed is APOLLO (see WCAP-13524-P-A, "APOLLO - A One Dimensional Neutron Theory
Program" [Reference 7]). When ID core models are used, the axial power shapes are synthesized with
predicted Fxy(z) values generated using 3D ANC core models; see the following:

* Westinghouse Report WCAP-10965-P-A, "ANC: A Westinghouse Advanced Nodal Computer
Code" (Reference 8)

* Westinghouse Report WCAP-1 1596-P-A, "Qualification of the PHOENIX-P/ANC Nuclear
Design System for Pressurized Water Reactor Cores" (Reference 9)

0 WCAP-16045-P-A, "Qualification of the Two-Dimensional Transport Code PARAGON"
(Reference 10)

* WCAP-16045-NP-A Addendum 1-A, "Qualification of the NEXUS Nuclear Data Methodology"
(Reference 11)

Alternatively, power shape analyses may be performed using 3D methods, in which case no synthesis is
required since the 3D model provides FQ(z) directly.

While power shape analyses for CAOC plants typically consist of actual load follow simulations, an
alternative method is to analyze CAOC operation using the RAOC methods of Reference 5. CAOC power
shapes can be determined as combinations of xenon shape, power level, and control bank insertion in the
same way that RAOC power shapes are generated. The range of xenon and power shapes considered
would simply be limited to those that are achievable and allowable within the more restrictive CAOC
AFD operating space.
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7.3 CALCULATION OF AQ(Z) FACTORS

As with the Axy(z) factors described in Section 4.3, the AQ(z) factors will be unimportant for the vast
majority of surveillances. This will be the case since surveillances usually occur at core conditions
consistent with or nearly consistent with the conditions used to measure the target AO. Even for most
part-power surveillances, the AQ(z) factors will either be less than 1.0 or close to 1.0 if the axial offset of
the core is close to the target AO. Furthermore, part-power surveillances are generally interim
surveillances. After the core power is increased to RTP, an additional surveillance is performed at reactor
conditions consistent with establishing the target AO.

Calculation of the AQ(z) factors is analogous to the calculation of Axy(z) discussed in Section 4.3. The
methods for determining AQ(z) are discussed in the following subsections. They are discussed in order of
increasing complexity.

7.3.1 Method 1: AQ(z) is Unity

Setting AQ(z) to 1.0 is a reasonable option as long as surveillances are performed such that the AO is near
the target. This will generally result in AQ(z) values that are close to 1.0 or less than 1.0. If AQ(z) is less
than 1.0, it is conservative to ignore it. AQ(z) values greater than 1.0 may occur at some axial locations,
but will generally be within 1 or 2 percent of 1.0 for limiting core planes outside of the exclusion zones if
the surveillance is performed at a significant power level, e.g., > 90% RTP. If a surveillance is performed
at a core power < 90% RTP, the Technical Specification will require another surveillance if core power is
increased to 100% RTP.

The next subsection discusses some typical AQ(z) values for BOL and EOL.

7.3.2 Method 2: Direct Calculation of AQ(Z) for the Surveillance Condition

The most convenient method of determining AQ(z) is to calculate it at the time of the surveillance using a
3D core model generated using approved methods. Expression (7-10) would be used to calculate the
factors as a function of elevation. As an example, Table 7-1 gives BOL and EOL AQ(z) factors for a
surveillance power level of 90% RTP. In each surveillance case, the lead control bank was positioned to
match the HFP target axial offset. For BOL, this position was 197 SWD (10.6 ft elevation). For EOL, the
bank position was 185 SWD (10.0 ft elevation). The HFP power reference condition has the lead control
bank inserted a small amount into the active core region (about 12 steps, elevation 11.1 ft). Equilibrium
xenon was assumed at all conditions.

Note that the BOL AQ(z) values in Table 7-1 are less than or approximately equal to 1.0 except at the ends
of the core. The values are influenced by two primary effects: (1) the presence of the control bank in the
top of the core, and (2) small differences in the P(z) shapes between the reference and surveillance
conditions.

The presence of the control bank in the top of the core suppresses the axial power shape in that region, but
also affects the radial peaking factor. For this core, the control bank suppresses Fxy(z) at BOL near the top
of the core for the surveillance condition. Since both P(z) and Fxy(z) are suppressed, the AQ(z) values are
>1.0. The opposite is true at EOL where Fxy(z) is considerably increased when the control bank is
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inserted. At EOL, Fxy(z) is increased more than P(z) is suppressed in the rodded region, resulting in AQ(z)
values less than 1.0. Consequently, the AQ(z) values are very different at the top of the core for BOL and
EOL.

While the axial offsets are the same for the reference and surveillance cases, the P(z) shapes, while very
similar, are not exactly the same. Figure 7-1 shows the axial power shapes for the four core conditions of
Table 7-1. The subtle differences between the reference and surveillance P(z) shapes influence the AQ(z)
values. In unrodded axial planes where the reference P(z) exceeds the surveillance P(z), the AQ(z) values
will tend to be greater than 1.0.

7.3.3 Method 3: Pre-calculation of AQ(z) for the Surveillance Condition

Just as the values for Axy(z) can be pre-calculated as described in subsection 4.3.4, values of AQ(z) can be
pre-calculated for multiple surveillance conditions using expression (7-10) and included in the COLR in
tables similar to Table 4-3 through 4-6. While this is possible in theory, as a practical matter it is
cumbersome due to the wide range of surveillance conditions. Note that as an equivalent alternative,
surveillance specific W(z) values can be calculated and included in the COLR. This is currently done to
support specific startup surveillances for some cores.

7.4 CRUD INDUCED POWER SHIFT CONSIDERATIONS FOR CAOC CORES

Section 4.5 discussed CIPS considerations and indicated that the T(z) and W(z) factors can be affected by
CIPS. Specifically, CIPS can affect the maximum transient P(z), which appears in the numerator of both
the T(z) and W(z) expressions. The recommendations of Section 4.5 apply to CAOC cores. To reiterate, it
is proposed that, should CIPS occur, the effect of CIPS on transient FQ margin should be addressed in a
timely fashion, e.g., within several weeks of the observed onset. This is proposed rather than the
application of generic CIPS penalty factors that are a function of AAO.
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Table 7-1 Typical AQ(z) Factors at BOL and EOL for 90% RTP Surveillances
a,c

4 4 4. 4

___ I ____ t ____ I ___ I ____ I ____ I ___

t I* I I I I

I 4 4 4 4

Notes:
1. The reference condition is HFP, EQXE, D at 213 SWD. The surveillance condition is 90% RTP, EQXE, D at the position

that reproduces the reference condition axial offset.
2. AQ(z) is the ratio of [FQ(z)]RJfp and [FQ(z)]S1r"P.
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a,c

Figure 7-1 P(z) Shapes for Reference (100% RTP) and Surveillance (90% RTP) Core Conditions
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8 IMPROVED CAOC FQ SURVEILLANCE TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

In this section, the improved CAOC FQ Surveillance Technical Specification will be discussed. This TS
would replace Technical Specification 3.2.1 C of Reference 1, "Heat Flux Hot Channel Factor FQ(z)
(CAOC-W(z) Methodology)." In many respects, the improvements in this TS relative to Reference I
are very similar to the changes previously discussed in Section 5 for the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance
TS. Rather than repeat much of the discussion in Section 5, the reader will be referred to Section 5 when
appropriate. The proposed text for the TS and Bases is provided in Appendices D and E, respectively.

8.1 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO 3.2.1)

The LCO for the improved version of the CAOC FQ TS is the same as for the current FQ TS. It specifies
that FQ(z), as approximated by FQC(z) and FQW(z), shall be within the limits specified in the COLR. As
discussed in Section 3.1, FQC(z) is just the equilibrium FQ(z) at the surveillance condition with appropriate
uncertainties included.

From expressions (7-13) and (7-14), FQW(z) is defined as follows:

FQ(z) - *W(Z)°'" F (z) AQ (z) * Rj

FQW(z) -[W(z)]C°LR
0.5 *F5(z) AQ(z)*Ri

for Pr,', > 0.5

for Pr,, <- 0.5

(8-1)

(8-2)

where:

FQC(Z) = [FQ(Z)]M * UF (8-3)

As in the RAOC formulation, F•"(z) is the "measured" transient FQ(z) scaled by the 1/Pre, or 1/0.5 factor
from the FQ limit expression for PrS't > 0.5 and P,,S, < 0.5, respectively.

The FQ Surveillance limit expressions are the same as for the RAOC TS:

CFQ*K(z) > FQW (z)

CFQ*K(z) >_ FQ (z)
0.5

for Pr"e, > 0.5

for Pre', < 0.5

(8-4)

(8-5)

FQC(z) and FQW(z) are compared to the same limit, which is a function of power level and is specified in
the COLR. This LCO is unchanged in the improved version of the FQ Technical Specification. Only the
definition of FQ' (z) has changed through the addition of the AQ(z) term, which simply serves to adjust the
surveillance to the target AO core conditions.
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8.2 REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR CONDITION A: FQC(Z) NOT WITHIN LIMIT

When FQC(z) exceeds the limit, the core is in an unanalyzed state following the performance of the
Surveillance (SR 3.2.1.1) in that the current peak power density in the core is greater than the maximum
value assumed in the safety analyses. The Required Actions and Completion Times for the improved
version of the CAOC FQ TS are the same as for the improved RAOC FQ TS. When FQC(z) is not within its
limit, it is required to do the following:

1. Reduce THERMAL POWER > 1% RTP within 15 minutes for each 1% FQC(z) exceeds the limit
(Required Action A. 1).

2. Reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux - High trip setpoint (Required Action A.2) by _> 1%
within 72 hours for each 1% that THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED THERMAL
POWER by Required Action A. 1.

3. Reduce the Overpower AT trip setpoint (Required Action A.3) by > 1% within 72 hours for each
1% that THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER by Required Action
A.1.

4. Perform surveillances on FQC(z) and FQW(z) (Required Action A.4) prior to increasing
THERMAL POWER above the limit of Required Action A. 1.

These actions were briefly discussed in Section 5.2.

8.3 REQUIRED ACTIONS FOR CONDITION B: FQw(Z) NOT WITHIN LIMIT

The Required Actions for Condition B in the improved CAOC FQ TS are different relative to the current
CAOC FQ Surveillance TS. If FQW(z) is not within its limit, it will be required to:

1. Within 4 hours, implement a CAOC operating space specified in the COLR that restores FQW(z)
to within its limits (Required Action B. 1).

OR

2. Within 4 hours, limit THERMAL POWER to less than RATED THERMAL POWER as specified
in the COLR (Required Action B.2. 1).

Required Action B. 1 permits the implementation of a new CAOC operating space to restore margin if
FQW(z) is not within its limit. A CAOC operating space is a unique combination of AFD limits and
Control Bank Insertion Limits. The COLR will include one or more CAOC operating spaces. The number
of CAOC operating spaces to be included in the COLR will be determined by the utility in conjunction
with the core designers. Each CAOC operating space will be pre-analyzed, and W(z) values will be
generated for each CAOC operating space and included in the COLR. For the current FQ TS, a reduction
in thermal power is the Required Action if FQW(z) is not within its limit. Implementation of a more
restrictive CAOC operating space provides an alternative to a power level reduction. Margin is gained by
reducing the operating space. The COLR will contain the necessary information to confirm that the
operating space will provide the necessary margin improvement.
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The margin and FQW(z) improvement between two CAOC operating spaces can be quantified using the

following expressions, which are analogous to expressions (5-16) and (5-17) for RAOC:

Mcos2 (Z) - Mcos1 (z) AQ(z)*F(Z) * t[W(z) * R[)COLR R.]COLR} (8-6)MCS() M01Z= cFQK(z) icos1 - [W(z) * Rilcos2

[FQ(Z)]cos1 00 1 [w(z)*Rjlos C°L *10%(87

When FQW(z) exceeds its limit, Required Action B.2.1 may be implemented instead of Required Action
B. 1. Required Action B.2.1 limits thermal power to less than RTP by the amount specified in the COLR.
If the CAOC operating spaces specified in the COLR are insufficient to ensure margin to the FQW(z) limit,
then Required Action B.2.1 must be entered and thermal power must be limited to less than the RTP.

(Note that this differs from the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance TS in that limits on thermal power are
also potentially coupled to AFD reductions in the RAOC TS. This would be feasible for CAOC as well.
However, AFD limits for CAOC plants are already fairly restrictive and are typically much more
restrictive than RAOC plants at reduced power levels. One of the CAOC operating spaces selected for

inclusion in the COLR could reflect the narrowest CAOC AFD band that still permits adequate
maneuvering and operability as judged by the reactor engineers and operators.)

The required limits on thermal power and the required reductions in the AFD limits for Required
Action B.2.1 will be determined using the standard CAOC methodology of References 2, 3, and 4. [

]a~c

As in the RAOC TS, if Required Action B.2.1 is entered, the improved CAOC FQ TS also requires the
following actions in addition to the two Required Actions listed earlier:

1. Within 72 hours, reduce Power Range Neutron Flux - High trip setpoints > 1% for each 1% that
THERMAL POWER is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER (Required Action B.2.2).

2. Within 72 hours, reduce Overpower AT trip setpoints > 1% for each 1% that THERMAL POWER
is limited below RATED THERMAL POWER (Required Action B.2.3).

3. Prior to increasing THERMAL POWER above the limit of Required Action B.2. 1, perform
SR 3.2.1.1 and SR 3.2.1.2 (Required Action B.2.4).
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Actions B.2.2 and B.2.3 are consistent with the current FQ TS and the improved RAOC FQ TS whenever a
reduction in the maximum allowable power is specified. They are conservative measures that provide
protection against the consequences of Condition II transients in light of the larger local peaking factors
that caused FQW(z) to exceed its limit. Required Action B.2.4 is essentially the same as in the current FQ
TS except that the Completion Time has been specifically tied to Required Action B.2. 1, which specifies
the required limit on thermal power.

The Required Action for Condition C, "Required Action and Completion Time not met," is unchanged in
the improved CAOC FQ TS. The Required Action is to be in MODE 2 within 6 hours.

8.4 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FQC(Z)

The Surveillance Requirements for FQC(z) for the improved CAOC FQ TS are the same as for the
improved RAOC FQ TS. SR 3.2.1.1 requires verification that FQC(z) is within its limit, and the current
Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.1 specify that FQC(z) must be verified to be within its limit as follows:

a. Once after each refueling prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10%
RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQC(z) was last verified; and

c. 31 EFPD thereafter; or

d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

These Frequencies were briefly discussed in Section 5.4 for the improved RAOC FQ TS.

8.5 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR FQw(Z)

The Surveillance Requirements for FQW(z) for the improved CAOC FQ TS are the same as for the
improved RAOC FQ TS. These new Frequencies for SR 3.2.1.2 specify that FQW(z) must be verified to be
within its limit as follows:

a. Once after each refueling within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after
THERMAL POWER exceeds 75% RTP; and

b. Once within 24 hours after achieving equilibrium conditions after exceeding, by > 10%
RTP, the THERMAL POWER at which FQW(z) was last verified; and

c. 31 EFPD thereafter; or

d. In accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program.

The discussion provided in Section 5.5 for the improved RAOC FQ TS applies to the improved CAOC FQ
TS, including the calculation and application of the Rj margin decrease factors. Refer to Section 5.5 for
details on these factors.
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a,c

Figure 8-1 Typical Standard and Reduced Maximum Power Load Follow Profiles
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9 EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF IMPROVED CAOC FQ
SURVEILLANCE

In this section, the formulation and methods for the improved CAOC FQ Surveillance TS will be applied
to an actual reload core design. This section is analogous to Section 6, which provided an example
application of the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation and TS. The same core design will be
employed as in Section 6.

9.1 CAOC OPERATING SPACES

As with the improved RAOC FQ TS, the choice and number of CAOC operating spaces to be included in
the COLR will need to be a subject of discussion at the reload core design initialization meeting
conducted for each core design to establish the core design and operational requirements for the next
reload cycle. It should only be necessary to include two or three operating spaces in the COLR. Some
utilities may opt to include just a single CAOC operating space (COS). In this case, if a surveillance
shows that FQW(z) exceeds its limit, Required Action B.2.1 will require that thermal power be limited to
less than RTP. The required limit on thermal power will be specified in the COLR. The benefit of having
multiple COSs in the COLR is to preclude the need to reduce power by instead reducing the AFD
operating band in the unlikely event that FQW(z) exceeds its limit. This is not a feature of the current
CAOC FQ Surveillance TS, i.e., the current FQ TS (TS 3.2.1C of Reference 1) calls for a reduction in
thermal power when FQW(z) exceeds its limit.

For this example application, three CAOC operating spaces were specified and analyzed. The operating
spaces were simply chosen as progressively smaller CAOC operating bands. All three COSs use the same
control bank insertion limits. Table 9-1 gives the CAOC AFD bands assumed for COS 1, COS2, and
Cos3. [

]a.c Figure 9-1 shows the control bank insertion limits employed.

9.2 CAOC TRANSIENT FQ(Z)*POWER RESULTS

Figures 9-2 through 9-5 show the maximum transient FQ(z)*Power values calculated at four cycle
burnups for each of the three CAOC operating spaces. The cycle burnups were 150, 4000, 12000, and
20000 MWD/MTU, respectively. As the figures show, COS2 and COS3 provide margin benefits relative
to COS 1 because of their reduced AFD operating spaces.

9.3 [W(Z)]C°LR VALUES

[W(z)]COLR values were determined in the standard manner using expression (7-3) for each COS and for
the four cycle burnups listed in Section 9.2. Figures 9-6 through 9-9 give the [W (z)] COLR values for each
operating space and, respectively, for each cycle burnup considered. Tabular values are given in
Tables 9-2 through 9-5. Note that the [W(z)]cOLR values are 1.0 for the top and bottom 8% of the core.
These are the exclusion zones chosen for this core. These exclusion zones ensure that the limiting axial
location will be surveilled. As Figure 9-5 shows, the minimum margin location is at about 1.4 ft near
EOL, which correspond to 12% of the core height.
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9.4 AQ(Z) VALUES

The AQ(z) factors adjust the surveillance for consistency with the reference core conditions for measuring
the target AO. For the purposes of this example application, it will be assumed that explicit AQ(z) values
are not included in COLR. Rather, values will be determined for each surveillance using an approved core
model. This is Method 2 discussed in subsection 7.3.2.

Section 9.7 will describe the application of this formulation to a specific flux map. This is the same flux
map used in Section 6.7. The flux map was taken at a cycle burnup of 221 MWD/MTU. The core relative
power was 0.999, and the D-Bank location was 228 SWD. Table 9-6 gives the AQ(z) values determined
using Method 2 and expression (7-10) and interpolated to the surveillance axial positions. The core
conditions for the flux map are very similar to the reference core conditions assumed for the target
measurement. These reference conditions are a relative power of 1.0, EQXE, and D-Bank at 213 steps.
This was the reference condition used to generate the steady-state FQ(z) for the W(z) factors, specifically,
the denominator of expression (7-3). It was also the reference condition for establishing the target AO in
the CAOC simulations. As Table 9-6 shows, the AQ(z) values are reasonably close to 1.0. The largest
AQ(z) value is 1.014 near the bottom of the core. This occurs since the reference condition includes a
small amount of control bank insertion, resulting in a predicted target AO that is slightly more negative
than the predicted AO at the surveillance conditions.

9.5 POWER REDUCTIONS

As discussed in Section 8.3, if no COS included in the COLR provides the required margin improvement
when FQW(z) exceeds its limit, then Required Action B.2.1 and the COLR will specify limits on thermal
power. Optionally, this limit on thermal power may be implemented instead of employing a more
restrictive COS. [

]ac

Table 9-7 gives the expected margin improvement for each COS when thermal power is limited to
95% RTP and 90% RTP. [

As with RAOC operation, the likelihood of any plant being required to reduce power due to FQW(z)
exceeding its limit is very remote. If this situation occurred, it would be due to a very large and
unanticipated core anomaly or a serious measurement issue which would require considerable scrutiny
with respect to its nature and with respect to future operation. The thermal power limits that will be
specified in the COLR should be viewed as necessary short term measures to ensure that safety limits are
met for near term operation.
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9.6 TRANSIENT FQ(Z) MARGIN DECREASE FACTORS

Section 5.5 described the methodology for calculating the Rj factors used to account for expected
decreases in the transient FQ margin between surveillances. For this example analysis, Rj factors were
determined for each COS throughout the operating cycle using expression (5-9). Tables 9-8 through 9-10
provide the information that would be included in the COLR with respect to these factors for each
respective COS.

9.7 EXAMPLE FLUX MAP APPLICATION

In this section, the transient FQW(z) margin will be determined for a specific flux map for each COS using
the improved formulation. For comparison, corresponding values using the current FQ Surveillance
formulation will also be determined. The only real difference between the current formulation and
improved formulation for CAOC is the AQ(z) term. The flux map core conditions are those discussed
previously. Specifically, the flux map was taken at a cycle burnup of 221 MWD/MTU with a core relative
power of 0.999 and a D-Bank location of 228 SWD. For this example application, the Target AO core
conditions assumed were a core relative power of 1.0 and a D-Bank location of 213 SWD.

Table 9-11 gives the transient FQ(z) margin results for COS 1 using the current formulation. Here F•'(z)
was determined using expression (6-1), which is repeated here:

FQW(z) = [W(z)]COLR * F'(z) * R. (9-1)

P41ZQ reI

The [W(z)]cOLR and Rj factors were interpolated to the surveillance cycle burmup of 221 MWD/MTU.
Table 9-11 shows that the minimum margin to the FQ limit was 12.5 % and occurred at an elevation of 3.4
feet.

Table 9-12 gives the corresponding results for the improved formulation. Here, FQ'(z) was determined
using the following expression:

Vw [Lwr(4z)]COLRFQ (z) * F5(z) * AQ(z) * Rj (9-2)

This is just expression (8-1) and differs from expression (9-1) only by the inclusion of the AQ (z) term.
The AQ (z) factors in Table 9-12 are from Table 9-6. As Table 9-12 shows, the minimum margin to the
FQ limit was 11.5 % and occurred at an elevation of 3.4 feet.

Figure 9-10 plots the minimum margin versus elevation for COS I for the current and improved
formulations. The calculations in Tables 9-11 and 9-12 were repeated for COS2 and COS3. The margin
comparisons are given in Figures 9-11 and 9-12 for COS2 and COS3, respectively.

These figures illustrate how the expected minimum margin improves when the CAOC AFD band is
reduced through implementation of a more restrictive COS. COS2 provides a margin benefit of
about 1.7% relative to COS 1. COS3 provides a 4.2% benefit relative to COS 1.
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This particular core has significant margin to the limit at this surveillance condition. If, however, margin
were needed, these operating spaces would have very likely provided sufficient margin improvement to
preclude the need for a power reduction.

Finally, the differences between the current and improved formulations with respect to minimum margin
were 1.0%, 0.8%, and 0.7% for COS 1, COS2, and COS3, respectively. These small differences are
entirely due to the Target AG core conditions chosen for this example and the resulting values of AQ(z). If
the Target AO core condition had assumed a D-Bank position of 228 SWD, as in the surveillance, the
AQ(z) values would have essentially been equal to 1.0, and the differences between the current and
improved formulations would have been negligible. This example simply illustrates the effect that small
differences in the Target AO and steady-state P(z) can have on the minimum margin for CAOC plants.
The W(z) values are not affected by these differences since they are primarily a function of the width of
the CAOC AFD band. When the target AO core conditions yield a slightly more skewed AO and P(z), the
result can be slightly less margin.
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Table 9-1 AFD Bands for CAOC Operating Spaces
a,c
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Table 9-2 [W(z)]cOLR Values at 150 MWD/MTU

I I

I * 4

I I 4

a,c

I I 4

I I 4

I I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 4 4
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4 4 4

4 4 +

4 4 +

4 4 4

4 4 1*

4 4

4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4.

4 4 4

4 4 4.

4 4 4.

4 4 4.

4 1* 4.

4 4 4.

4 4. 4.

1* 1* I
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Table 9-3 [W(z)]COLR Values at 4000 MWD/MTU
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Table 9-4 [W(z)IcOLR Values at 12000 MWD/MTU a,c

____________________________________ _____________________________ ___________________________ I ___________________________

I 4
4 * 4

4 * 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

4 I 4

I I 4

I t 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4

I 4 4.

* 4 4.

* 4 4.

* 4 4.

I 4 4.

* 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4. 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 1.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4 4.

I 4. 4.

I 4. 4

I 4 4

I 4 1

I 4 1

I 4 1
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Table 9-5 [W(z)ICOLR Values at 20000 MWD/MTU a,c
U U U
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Table 9-6 AQ(z) for Specific Flux Map Conditions a,c
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Table 9-7 Required THERMAL POWER Limits
a,c
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Table 9-8 1R Margin Decrease Factors for COS1
a,c

4 4 4.

4 .4 4.
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4 4. 4
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Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 9-9 Rj Margin Decrease Factors for COS2
a,c

4 4 4

4 4 4

1 4 4

I 4 4

4 4 4
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4 .4 4

I 4

I 4

4 .4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4

1 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

4 4 4

1 4 4
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Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 9-10 1R Margin Decrease Factors for COS3

a,c

+ 1 +

1* I 4-

4- 1 +

4 4- 4.

4 4 4

4 + 4

4 1

4 + 4

4 4

4 4. 4

4 4- 4

4 4. 4

4 4. 4

4 4. 4

4 4. 4

4 1. f

I I

Values may be interpolated to the surveillance cycle burnup.
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Table 9-11 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for COS1 - Current Method
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Table 9-12 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for COS1 - Improved Method

a,c
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a,c

Figure 9-1 Control Bank Insertion Limits for CAOC Operating Spaces
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a,c

I

Figure 9-2 CAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 150 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-3 CAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 4000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-4 CAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 12000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-5 CAOC Maximum Transient FQ(z)*Power for 20000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-6 [W(z)ICOLR Factors for 150 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-7 [W(z)ICOLR Factors for 4000 MWD[MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-8 [W(z)]COLR Factors for 12000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-9 [W(z)]c°LR Factors for 20000 MWD/MTU
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a,c

Figure 9-10 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for COS1
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a,c

Figure 9-11 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for COS2
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a,c

Figure 9-12 Surveillance Transient FQ Margin Assessment for COS3
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10 IMPLEMENTATION

As discussed in Section 1.1, the improved FQ Technical Specifications provided in the appendices were
developed using the current FQ Technical Specifications of Reference 1 as a basis. While current plant TS
generally reflect the key attributes of these current FQ TS, a cursory review of actual plant Technical
Specifications will quickly reveal a substantial amount of variability. These variations reflect, for
example, different capabilities with respect to core monitoring or additional options for addressing FQ
limit violations. As discussed in the following sections, a significant number of Westinghouse plants have
implemented the BEACON Core Monitoring System (Reference 12). This system can be used in a variety
of ways to monitor the reactor core power distribution. In one variation, the calibrated BEACON core
model is used to perform the required periodic surveillances instead of the flux mapping system. This
model essentially provides the measured core power distribution directly. Another variation example is
the use of baseload TS. A few plants include a baseload option in their TS that permits the use of a very
narrow AFD CAOC operating space as an option to the wider RAOC AFD envelope. In a very real sense,
this variation is analogous to the improved FQ TS in that it provides an option for implementing a reduced
operating space as a means of gaining margin.

For those plants whose current TS closely follow the TS of Reference 1, implementation of the improved
FQ TS should be straightforward. For plants with variations, some modifications to the improved FQ TS
may be desirable. The intent of this section is not to discuss each plant-specific variation of the FQ
Surveillance Technical Specifications. Rather, the intent is to generally discuss some of the major
variations with respect to how individual utilities may opt to implement these improved FQ TS within the
context of their current surveillance methodologies and procedures. Each of the following sections briefly
discusses one such variation.

10.1 DIRECT MARGIN MONITORING PLANTS

A small number of Westinghouse NSSS plants employ the BEACON Core Monitoring System to perform
continuous and direct margin monitoring of key safety parameters, including the peak local power
density. For these plants, the BEACON model is calibrated to the measured core using thermocouple data,
excore detector data, and periodic flux map data. Calibration can also be performed using fixed incore
detector data, if available. This system has great advantages since, for example, it eliminates the need for
periodic surveillance of a number of power distribution related limits (e.g., AFD, Quadrant Power Tilt,
FAH, and FQ) unless the Power Distribution Monitoring System (PDMS) is out of service (a very rare
event). For plants that do not employ continuous margin monitoring, surveillance of LCO parameters like
AFD is needed to ensure that the conclusions of the safety analyses remain valid when the core is
operated in a non-equilibrium mode. These analyses make assumptions with respect to the power shape
limits, and the core must be operated within those limits for the analyses to remain valid. With continuous
monitoring, key LCO limits are confirmed in real time and without the need for analytical penalty factors
such as W(z) or T(z), which account for the potential effects of future non-equilibrium operation relative
to baseload operation. For these plants, it is unnecessary to penalize the core for aggressive future
non-equilibrium operation that may never occur. Whether in equilibrium or non-equilibrium operating
mode, the current core state is always being monitored and assessed relative to key safety limits.
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For this category of plants, the improved FQ Technical Specifications of the appendices are only relevant
when PDMS is out of service. In this unlikely event, periodic surveillance of FQC(z) and FQW(z) can be
performed in the manner outlined in the improved FQ TS. The current Required Actions and Surveillance
Requirements can be modified in a straightforward manner to be consistent with the recommended
Required Actions and Surveillance Requirements in the appendices. The COLR for these cores can
specify one or more operating spaces and can contain the necessary information to perform periodic
surveillances of the core while PDMS is out of service.

10.2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION MARGIN MONITORING PLANTS

Another category of plants uses the BEACON Core Monitoring System as part of the PDMS to
periodically verify LCO limits. For these plants, the PDMS is employed instead of flux maps to monitor
key limits, like FQC(z) and FQW(z), according to the standard surveillance Frequencies, e.g., every
31 EFPD. The BEACON core model is continuously calibrated to the core as in the direct margin
monitoring plants described is Section 10.1. As such, the BEACON core power distribution is essentially
the measured core power distribution. This system has an important advantage relative to flux mapping in
that, once the BEACON model is calibrated to the core, the BEACON core model can be taken to the
appropriate surveillance conditions (e.g., ARO, HFP, EQXE) to perform a surveillance. Consequently, the
difficulties of part-power surveillances are avoided. Thus, the FQW(z) surveillance will always be
consistent with the core conditions that serve as the basis for the COLR W(z) or T(z) factors.
Consequently, the Axy(z) and AQ(z) factors become irrelevant (essentially, they are equal to 1.0).

Again, implementation of the improved FQ Technical Specifications for these plants should be
straightforward. The PDMS simply replaces the traditional flux map as a means of determining the
measured core power distribution. The Required Actions and Surveillance Requirements can be updated
to be consistent with the improved FQ TS. For these plants, the uncertainties applied to the BEACON
power distribution are determined using the methodology of Reference 12. When PDMS is out of service,
standard uncertainties are used. This is currently discussed in the Bases for these plants, and this text can
be carried forward when an improved FQ TS is implemented.

10.3 CAOC Fxy SURVEILLANCE PLANTS

A small number of plants currently employ the CAOC operating strategy in conjunction with Fxy
Surveillance methodology (TS 3.2.1 A of Reference 1). This Fxy Surveillance methodology used in
conjunction with CAOC operation has similar difficulties as the current FQ Surveillance methodology
used in conjunction with RAOC operation.

The Fxy limits for these plants are a function of the margin between the FQ(z) limit and the predicted
transient FQ(z) determined using the CAOC power shape analysis methodology. The transient FQ(z),
however, is a function of the baseload axial power shape at the target AO core conditions. This was
illustrated in Figure 3-1. If the measured baseload axial power shape differs significantly from the
predicted baseload axial power shape, the transient FQ(z) will be affected. In the half of the core where the
measured power is larger, the transient FQ(z) will be commensurately larger. In the half of the core where
the measured power is smaller, the transient FQ(z) will be commensurately smaller. Consequently, the Fxy
limits are sensitive to differences between the measured and predicted axial power distributions in the
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same way that W(z) factors are sensitive to these differences for RAOC plants (but not CAOC plants).
Fxy limits should be adjusted if these differences are significant.

The CAOC FQ Surveillance formulation avoids this problem through the use of W(z) factors, which are
insensitive to measured and predicted axial power distribution differences, for CAOC plants. The W(z)
factors are primarily a function of the width of the CAOC AFD band. Similarly, the improved RAOC FQ
Surveillance formulation avoids this problem because the T(z) factors are insensitive to measured and
predicted axial power distribution differences. Measured Fxy(z) is used instead of measured FQ(z) in the
RAOC formulation. Consequently, the formulation is insensitive to the measured axial power shape at the
surveillance condition.

Therefore, implementation of either the improved CAOC or the improved RAOC FQ TS is recommended
for CAOC plants currently using Fxv Surveillance.

10.4 PLANTS WITH A BASELOAD CAOC OPERATING SPACE OPTION

Several RAOC plants include a baseload option in their AFD and FQ TS which permits operation within a
narrow CAOC band. The width of the baseload CAOC band is specified in the COLR. Such operation
provides a considerable margin benefit at the cost of a significantly reduced operating space.

If desired, this kind of operating space option could be readily implemented within the context of the
improved FQ Technical Specifications. As delineated in Appendix A, the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance
TS Required Action B. 1 calls for implementation of a RAOC Operating Space that restores FQW(z) to
within its limits when Condition B is entered. There is no reason, however, to limit operating space
options to RAOC. The Required Action could, instead, call for implementation of a RAOC or CAOC
operating space that restores FQw(z) to within its limits. In this case, the TS would be a synthesis of the
CAOC and RAOC improved FQ Technical Specifications. The AFD TS would also need to reflect the
potential for CAOC or RAOC operation. Similarly, the bases would need to reflect both kinds of
operating strategies. COLR W(z) values would be required for any CAOC operating spaces specified in
the COLR.

Use of a narrow CAOC operating space as a backup operating strategy to RAOC is already being done at
these plants and is clearly a viable variation for plants which desire to retain this option or to implement it
for the first time.

10.5 UTILITY-SPECIFIC METHODOLOGIES AND TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Some utilities have developed and licensed their own power shape analysis methodologies that are similar
to the approved Westinghouse power shape analysis methodologies. In addition, some have implemented
TSs which, while different from the current FQ TS of Reference 1, are functionally equivalent. These
utilities can implement the improvements discussed in this report by incorporating the essential attributes
of the transient FQ(z) formulations within the context of their own power shape analysis methodologies
and TSs. The key essential attributes of the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance formulation are the T(z)
parameter and the use of measured Fx(z).

]a"C The product of

T(z) and the measured steady-state Fxy(z), therefore, provides an estimate of the postulated maximum
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transient FQ(z). Any approved power shape analysis methodology can be used to determine T(z) or,
equivalently, predict the maximum transient FQ(z) and the Fxy(z) at the surveillance condition. These
analytical parameters can then be used in conjunction with the measured Fxy(z) to determine the
"measured" maximum transient FQ(z). Similarly, alternative power shape analysis methodologies can be
used to determine W(z) values for CAOC plants, which can be used in conjunction with the measured
steady-state FQ(z) to determined the "measured" transient FQ(z).

Also, it is important to note that some utilities with in-house analysis capabilities may opt to determine
the T(z) or W(z) values at the time of the surveillance rather than including pre-calculated values in the
COLR. This should be a viable alternative as long as approved methodologies are used to determine the
factors. In reality, the T(z) and W(z) factors are not core operating limits per se; they are analytical factors
that characterize transient behavior and facilitate estimates of FQ(z) for future non-equilibrium operation.
Including them in the COLR is primarily a convenient way of capturing and transmitting them together
with the actual LCO limits. Calculation of these factors at the time of the surveillance has some
advantages in that core models which reflect the actual history of the operating cycle and the actual
surveillance condition can be used to determine the appropriate surveillance-specific factors.
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11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The purpose of the FQ Surveillance Technical Specification is to provide assurance that the heat flux hot
channel factor, FQ, will remain within the limits assumed in the plant safety analyses when the core is
operated within its allowed operating space. This report has presented new formulations for RAOC and
CAOC FQ Surveillance and improved RAOC and CAOC FQ Surveillance TSs. The new formulations and
improved FQ TSs will provide more accurate assessments of transient FQ(z) margin as well as new options
for modifying the core operating space when a surveillance indicates that transient FQ(z) could exceed its
limit during future non-equilibrium operation.

For RAOC, the new formulation is significantly different than the current formulation. It employs
measured Fxy(z) instead of measured FQ(z). It utilizes a new analytical factor, T(z), that characterizes
transient behavior in a slightly different way than W(z).

pac

The current FQ Surveillance formulation works well for CAOC plants, where the allowed deviation of the
AFD about the natural HBFP target AFD is fixed. [

]a"C This adjustment factor will usually be close to 1.0 in the usual case where the
surveillance is performed at or near the Target AO core conditions.

The improved RAOC FQ Surveillance TS addresses an important shortcoming with respect to the current
RAOC FQ Surveillance TS Required Actions. Required Action B. I in the current FQ RAOC TS stipulates
a reduction in the RAOC AFD envelope of> 1% for each 1% that FQ(z) exceeds its limit. This Required
Action, however, does not adequately restore FQ margin in all circumstances. Specifically, if the FQ limit
is exceeded in the central core region, reducing the AFD envelope by a small amount will likely not
restore the required margin. To address this, the improved RAOC FQ Surveillance TS incorporates the
concept of RAOC operating spaces. A RAOC operating space (ROS) is a unique combination of Control
Bank Insertion Limits and AFD limits. In the improved FQ TS, T(z) factors are pre-calculated for multiple
RAOC operating space assumptions. The RAOC operating spaces and T(z) factors are specified in the
COLR. If the FQ limit is exceeded during a surveillance, a more restrictive RAOC operating space can be
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implemented for future operation that provides the required additional transient FQ margin. In the unlikely
event that no RAOC operating space provides the required margin improvement, then thermal power and
AFD restrictions defined in the COLR are required.

The improved CAOC FQ Surveillance TS also incorporates the concept of operating spaces. The current
CAOC FQ Surveillance TS requires a power level reduction if the FQ limit is exceeded. The improved FQ
TS provides the option of implementing a more restrictive CAOC operating space, which is defined as a
unique combination of AFD band and Control Bank Insertion Limits. As in the improved RAOC FQ
Surveillance TS, the CAOC operating spaces are specified in the COLR.

Both the improved RAOC and CAOC FQ Surveillance TSs modify the surveillance Frequencies of the TS
by requiring that the first surveillance of FQW(z) following a refueling be performed after achieving
equilibrium conditions above 75% RTP. Performing this initial verification after exceeding 75% RTP
ensures that the surveillance will be performed with the more appropriate steady state peaking factors
measured at or near the power level where future non-equilibrium operation could be limiting. If the
surveillance indicates that future non-equilibrium operation could challenge the limit, the Required
Actions in the improved FQ TS will provide appropriate compensatory measures to ensure that the LCO
will be met during such operation.

Finally, a minor improvement was made to the manner in which potential decreases in the transient FQ
margin between surveillances are addressed. In the improved FQ TS, application of an FQW(z) penalty
factor included in the COLR will be required regardless of the previous measurement trend. When margin
is predicted to decrease, the COLR will indicate a penalty factor that is greater than 1.0. If margin is
predicted to increase, no penalty is required (the COLR penalty factor is 1.0). Thus, the application of the
penalty factor is tied to a predicted decrease in the actual transient FQ margin in the upcoming
surveillance period rather than an increase in the measured value of FQc(z)/K(z) over the previous
surveillance period. This is more appropriate and rigorous since future decreases in margin are the
relevant concern.

It is anticipated that implementation of these new formulations and TSs will lead to more accurate
transient FQ margin assessments and more appropriate compensatory measures in the unlikely event that
limits are exceeded.
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